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Four Charges Against Baillie Released
By FRANK FERTADO
and MARY DOUGHERTY
Dally Staff Writers
Four additional charges filed in disciplinary proceedings against Dr. Stuart Baillie, director of the library,
were released yesterday by sources
dose to the investigation.
Dr. Ted W. Benedict, acting as a
pro forma complainant, has also filed
three charges against Dr. Baillie. His
charges were based on information he
received from Mrs. Lorraine Villagram,
senior clerk of acquisitions.
According to sources, Dr. Baillie is
accused in the additional charges of
allegedly hiring relatives, taking sick
leaves and vacations without filing
proper forms, improper use of consultant fees, and ignoring recommendations of a previous investigation.
NAMES DISCLOSED
The additional four charges were
filed by a group of seven professional
librarians, whose names were also
disclosed yesterday. The librarians include Miss Kathryn Young, Mrs Stefa
Kalnins, Robert Duman, Miss Josephine
Roos, Mrs. Audrey Sugarman, Stan
Sorenson and John Douglas.
Dr. Baillie declined to comment on
any of these additional charges.
Previous charges brought against
Dr. Baillie included using state funds
for non-state activities, assigning personal tasks to the library staff and

signing blank "claim schedules."
It is charged Dr. BalWe hired and
trained his daughter-in-law as a clerk
with the knowledge that she would be
temporary help. He is also accused of
hiring his daughter and a cousin’s wife.
VACATION TIME
The director of the library Is on a
12-month contract and must fill out
absence request for sick leave and vacation time. The complainants changed
that he left for an entire summer without filling out these forms.
The third charge involves an accusation that Dr. Baillie, on three occasions, using consultant fees, brought
three persons from off campus, not to
be consultants but to apply for jobs.
A fourth charge accuses Dr. Bantle
of ignoring recommendations made by
a previous ad hoc committee of the
Academic Council.
Asked if the case may be dropped,
Acting President Hobert Burns declared, "Nothing will be dropped."
Early in 1969, a group of 25 staff
members of the library signed a petition "requesting an investigation of the
administration of the library, in particular the personnel practices of the
director."
An investigation was ordered by then
College President Robert D. Clark,
to be conducted by an ad hoc faculty
comittee. Last August a list of recommendations was presented by the corn-

DR. STUART BAILLE
... no comment."

mittee. However, in December the
petitioners claimed that nothing had
been done to implement these recommendations.
Regarding the charge that nothing
had been done to implement these recommendations, Dr. James Smart, chairman of the library sub-committee to
Implement charges, said, ’This is not
correct. Considerable work has been
done to implement these recommendations." He would comment no further,
since he explained that the situation
is a confidential personnel matter.
In addition to charges filed against
Dr. Baillie, other disciplinary action is
being considered against library employees. A spokesman who supports Dr.
&Lillie, has accused the seven librarians
of using work time to prepare their
material for the charges which they
filed.

A.S. Council Meeting
To Consider Budget
By RF-NEE BAYER,
Daily Penfield Writer
The 1970-71 proposed A.S. budget,
introduced at yesterday’s AS. Council
meeting, will be considered and acted
upon by council next Wednesday or
possibly at a special meeting Tuesday.
Members of the AS. Budget committee, which recommended the budget
for approval, include chairman Dave
Anderson, A.S. President James Edvr:.irds, Vice President John Merz, A.S.
Bob
Councilmen Bob Thomason,
Neeley, Bob Willich (represented by
Mike Buckly t, A.S. Assistant Treasurer Ron Harbeck, George Watts of
the Student Affairs Business Office,
Dr. Charles Coffey, Dr. George Gnesdiloff, Dr. Constantine Danellis, and
Acting Dean of Students Robert Martin. Several major changes were made
In this year’s budget.
MUSIC CUT
In addition to football funding being
excluded from the budget, the music
department request of $32,238 was cut
to $13,500 by the budget committee
with the stipulation that the Music
Student Council with the Activity
Director and department head will prepare a line item budget showing the
income and the division of the allocation. These line item budgets will be
submitted to the Student Affairs Business Office before July 1, 1970 and
shall be the operational budgets for

Rutherford Focus

Open Forum Slated in C.U. Today
A potpourri of issues, some dealing
with the Trustees, some with east side
San Jose, all centering around Dr. Eldred Rutherford, will be discus,ed in an

"Open Forum" at 12:30 today in the
College Union Ballroom.
Speaking will be residents from
eastside San Jose, lawyer John Thorne,
Rutherford’s legal council, John Galm,
of new College, Sam Sanchez and
Steve Milner of EOP, and Dr. Rutherford.
The forum will focus partially on
the status of Dr. Rutherford in light
of recent Trustee actions, and partially
on a program Rutherford has in mind
for involving SJS students in outside
community problems,
Dr. Rutherford’s program for the
east side calls for a week-long convocation between students and east side
community groups to find out east
side grievances with the elementary
and secondary educational systems in
that area.
Involved in the east side grievances
are such issues as the tracking system, i.e. deliberate channeling of students into non-academic areas of study
(thus limiting their potential), misplacing of students in mentallyretarded classes, and the rights of high

school students in regards to high
school administrators and policemen.
The plan calls for students to spend
a week with east side groups, not advising or organizing, but learning of
the problems.
"I think this is the first time that
the college has extended itself to the
community in respect to being educated
Itself."
"We have gone in before with paternalistic intentions of offering our gifts
to the community but now we will go
in to learn from the community.
Also discussed will be tuition and
EOP status, and faculty wages and
hours, all presented in a way to inform
students on action they can take."
"We’re trying to tie all these actions
together," stated Randy Kern, A.S.
personnel selection officer, "... a lot of
students will probably be asking what
they can do, this program will give
them a good direction in which to go."
Last night student council voted
to support the program. Dr. Rutherford hopes to obtain Academic Council approval also.

Council Puts Referendums
On April Election Ballots
, C

RAP CITY’S FIRST DWELLING was assembled at noon
yesterday. The city, located between the Women’s
Gym and Faculty Office Bulding, offer an alternate
life style. The activity is part of a class project that

y 13;11 Kimberq

intends to bring people together so they may better
relate to one another. The tent community will exist
until Friday, or possibly Saturday.

’Rap City’ Opens Tents to All
Rap City officially began Nesterilay
about noon when the first tent stake
was driven into the ground. A class
project for Dr. Robert Gliner’s social
change class, the tent community will

strive to dramatize the lack of suitable
housing around campus and offer alternatives to our materialistic way of
living.
Student Housing Committee mem-

Students Say Chargin
Censure ’Not Enough’
Superior Court. Judge Gerald S.
Chargin has been recommended for
public censure, hut according to !Were] Chicano students interviewed yeateedny. the action is only a step on
the wrist.
"He’s censured, but not fired -just a diversionary tactic," stated Juan
Antu, Chicano student leader. "The
intent is to make Chicanos feel the man
has been punishd, but his status rehe’s still a judge.
mains the same
Chargin was accused last October
of making racially prejudiced statements against Mexican Americans during a case which involved an 18-yearold Chicano.
Another student said he felt that the
action taken WAS flirt enough. "They’ve
recognized the prejudice, but what’s to

keep it from happening again! There’s
just no excuse for what he said."
Rosameria Gomez, College Commitment Program Coordinator of Chicano
EOP, said that the judge should he
impeached. "It’s net enough that he
be told ’naughty, naughty’ and then be
set free to do the Sarni’, thing over
again."
Some students had little reaction to
the new recommendation because they
felt that nothing had actually taken
place.
"It doesn’t, mean anything," stated
one student. "the political structure is
still protecting its own dogs; it’s another token."
Most students agreed with community leaders of La Raze Unida that the
’new (reties taken was barely a slap on
the wrhst.

tiers talked briefly with a few students
who wandered into the "city" limits-the lawned area between the women’s
gym and faculty office building.
Like a psychic response to Rap
City’s proposal for lower rents and
more suitable housing, student rent
strikers at the 670, 680, and 686 S.
Eighth St. apartments won a partial
victory in their fight to lower rents.
Owners of the apartments have agreed
to accept the tenants’ rent proposal,
cutting rent for 1 -bedroom apartments
to $100 per month and 2-bedroom
apartments to $130 per month.
Six other buildings in the campus
area have initiated rent strikes similar
to the Eighth St. strike. They include:
Lee Hall, Grant Hall, Kennedy Hall,
Franciscan Arms Apartments, the 549
S. Ilth St. apartments and a group
of apartments on Nordale Avenue.
Information regarding tenants iniona
and student housing proposals will be
available at the tables on Seventh
Street and at Rap City.
Rap City will run through Friday
and possibly until Saturday afternoon.
Free food will be served tonight.
Tents will be available on the ROTC
field if the barbecue pit area next to
the women’s gym rerehes capacity.
Eve’ ’one is welcome to Stop by the
city and "rap" for a few minutes
or all night,

Two resolutions, presented by Bill
Pedrick, to aid communication between
A.S. government, students and campus
organizations, were passed at yesterdays AS. Council meeting and will be
placed on the April 28-29 election ballot as referendums.
One resolution includes: 1) print pictures of student council members once
a semester or at the time of their
appointment, along with the division
they represent; 2) student council
members will hold one posted office
hour per week; 3) an all -campus, open
town hall type meeting will be held
once a month for students at large and
45 twenty-five printed copies of minutes of AS. Council meetings will be
posted in conspicuous locations throughout the campus.
The second resolution calls for student body endorsement of the formation of an Inter-Organization Commission to initiate campus programs, provide a community-wide channel for
open communication. serve as a means
of unifying all members of the academic and residential community
through education and involvement and
serve as a diason between the academic
community and the official student
government representatives.
POSITION CREATED
Also, it is resolved that the position
of Commissioner of Student Activities
be created to serve as commission
chairman to serve as a liason between
the commission and AS. Council.
Council also approved a resolution
by psychology professor Dr. Eldred E.
Rutherford to hold a week-long convocation April 20-24 to study problms
of the East Side Community. particularly housing, education, transportation
and police on campus.
Also a steering committee directed
toward this activity will be formed

and include members of the East Side
Community, students, AS. executives,
faculty and administrators.
This program will be beneficial to
not only the East Side Community, but
to the campus as well. said Dr. Rutherford.
BUDGET PRESENTATION
Presentation of the 1970-71 proposed
AS, budget was approved by council.
Deliberations on the budget will start
next Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at a special
meeting of AS. Council In the council
chambers.
Another referendum approved by
council to be placed on the ballot is:
students will voluntarily pay $1 at the
beginning of each semester to go to
EOP. The money will be collected
through the Student Affairs Business
Office during the first two weeks of
the semester.
The proposed amendments to Act
#23 Election Board were unanimously
approved by council.
A motion introduced by councilman
Rene Welti to censure council members
who abuse the privilege of free dinner
was passed.
Prior to the treasurers report, chairman John Merz asked to consider council appointments, but council members
voted to go into the treasurers report.
According In Merz, council appointments will not, be brought up again.
Following council’s dinner break,
only a few councilmen went back to
the chambers, forcing ajournment.

each account.
Under the proposed budget Spartan
Daily’s request of $43,000 was cut to
$40,000 each year for the next two
years and then will be reviewed by
AS. Council,
CO3LMUNICATIONS BOARD
This $40,000 will be transferred and
handled by an all college communications board, which is now being organized by a subcommittee of the Student
Affairs Committee of Academic Council. This board, composed of four administrators, four faculty and four
students, will set general policy and
also act as a hearing committee.
Although the Daily request was cut
by $3000, it will be completely independent of student government, according to Merz.
Sixty per cent of all funds not assigned to individual public relations
accounts will be transferred to AS.
Information Office (ASIO) (Public
Relations), to be expended for the
publicity of the activities of those
accounts under the direction of the
ASIO. At the beginning of each budget
year, the funded groups will assign
one person to meet with the ASIO staff
to plan a publicity program as a stipulation on their publicity budget, am
stated in the proposed budget.
Another proposed change is to limit
travel by the executive and legislative
branches of government to three people
each on any one occasion unless authorized by student council.
REQUEST RAISED
The $10,000 request by Intramural’
was raised $800 by the budget committee, which will be used to keep the gym
open six nights a week for recreational
activities. Co-Rec has been completely
deleted from the proposed budget. The
women’s recreation associations’ request of $16,86224 was cut to $10,000
with the major cut being for travel and
conferences.
The proposed budget also says that
orientation conference student counselors will pay a camp fee of $10. Faculty counselors will be asked to Pal
$10 or up, which is to be used for the
EOP program.
The new proposed budget totals
$462,283 as compared to this year’s
budget of $665,451.74. The reduction
is because of the loss of income factors
of the Spartan Daily and the football
team, said Merz.
"The budget is not really reduced ;if
anything, it’s more realistic," he concluded.

Candidate Hits
’Inadequate
Minority Help
"Poor and minority people receive
Inadequate services from public agencies," Mrs. Lee Sturns, candidate for
the 25th Assembly District and 1967
SJS graduate, charged in a recent
interview on campus.
"The Police Department does not
give eastside residents the same protection it gives westside. City Council
honors citizens’ petitions regarding
zoning on the west side of town but
does not honor like petitions on the
cast," Mrs. Sturns, who is running on
the Peace and Freedom Party ticket,
elaborated.
"I sin organizing an educational campaign," she explained. "I will speak
out on any issue where I have original
source material. I want to use my position as candidate to expose conditions
that exist in the city and county," she
added.
Mrs. Stunts expressed approval of
one of the Democratic candidates also
running for 25th District but was concerned about his Democratic affiliation,
"I don’t trust the Democratic party
machinery," she said. "They are aill
controlled by the business influences am
the Republican party.
"The only way that the poor and
minority people can have a party that
serves their interests is to build their
own," the 30-year-old mother of two
stated.
"The Peace and Freedom Party is
already is qualified party which has
shown its intent by starting a law suit
that would force open primaries in the
most important state in the union,"
Mrs. Stunts said.
"I am hoping that students will help
me research from original ’nuns!. Why
the Reagan administration has increased taxee and decreased public
services," Mrs. Stunts said. "I don’t
believe California was that badly in
debt before he took office."

Supplement Not Part of Spartan Daily

The ,iipplement appearing eat today’s Spartan Daily is an A.";.
Goontrocut publication, written and edited by Third World students. As it is not a part of the Spartan Daily, it does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the Daily staff or its editorial hoard.
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Editorials

The Breaking Point
I he :-Litc College Board of Trustees IMO let SJS down once again.
Repeated delays by the board in naming a permanent college president have
pushed this campus to the breaking point. Yet the trustees, in their infinite wisdom. hale once again postponed the eagerly awaited appointment. The logical
question is "Why ?
President Robert D. Clark announced his resignation on May 2, 1969. In effect.
this has left SJS without a permanent president for more than 11 months.
keting President Hobert Burns has done an admirable job in the interim
but being an acting president. he is in a difficult position when it comes to corn milting the college or its resources to any longterm programs.
The steps has.. been taken to remedy this situation. The local campus selection
committee completed its deliberations and made its recommendations available
to the chancellor and the trustees in mid-January.
The next step was to be the deliberations of the Rainbow Committee. After
repeated delays, this group’s recommendations were finally submitted to the
chancellor and the trustees in March!
A decision by the trustees should logically have been made at the March meeting. The trustees, however, neglected their duty and sidestepped the appointment. Since they are not scheduled to meet again until late in May, yesterday’s
special meeting was extremely important to this college. Its cancellation was a
slap in the face!
is en all the pressures on a college campus today, it is incomprehensible that
the chancellor and the Board of Trustees would ask a college to drift for more
than a year without permanent leadership.
The Spartan Daily urges the trustees to start thinking about the college, reschedule their meeting, and appoint Dr. Burns immediately.

Reactionary Governor
Due to state law, the Spartan Daily is prohibited from editorially supporting
or opposing any candidate for state office including the governor.
It is for this reason that the Daily has made no comments on Reagan, the candidate. We can. have, and will allude, however, to Ronald Reagan the chief exectitiN e of the State of California and the manner in which he fulfills the duties
thereof.
In line vs ith this policy, the Spartan Daily condemns Gov. Reagan for his latest,
most reactionary, and most clearly crypto-fascist statements regarding students
and student unrest.
Speaking after the annual convention of the Council of California Growers on
Tue-day. Reagan blasted protestors and demonstrators who have harassed him
throughout his re-election campaign travels and called for "no more appeasement. \ fter classifying the hecklers as "part and parcel of revolution," the
gosernor stated. "If it takes a bloodbath, let’s get it over with."
It was this same type of barbaric, sick thought that prevailed in pre-WW II
Germany. It was this very tact of hate mongering and divisionary ploy which
saw the eentual murder of six million Jews by that nation. It is representative of
a %cry dangerous disease, one which must be quickly destroyed.
The Spartan Daily calls for a quick, decisive, and concerted effort by the
otile of the State of California. Governor Reagan must be impeachedNow!

More Than a Rap Session
!lousing at SJS has been like the weather
everyone complains about it but
until this semester.
one has done anything
The A.S. Housing Committee, under the leadership of Mike Ruck, has made
long steps in the direction of correcting housing conditions around SJS. Tenant
I nions have been encouraged. rent strikes begun, law suits initiated.
But the most ambitious, and potentially most profitable, venture just began
ii.,

That venture is Rap City, a tent community designed to dramatize the housing situation at SJS and to turn on more students to the idea of banding together
to fight unfair leases, inattentive landlords, and exorbitant rents.
The central problem in organizing effective opposition to landlords in the area
has been student-renter apathy. The student-tenant either is duped by landlords,
ti3O busy with college, or simply willing to put up with the problems for the short
time lie lives in the area. Thus, the rent barons go unchecked.
For residents of the area to he effective, they must work en masse. A tenant
111111111 is nearly worthless until it has 100 per cent membership. A rent strike is
doomed if there are other students willing to move in to apartments of evicted
strikers. In short, there is strength in numbers.
San Jose State’s renters’ rebellion is still in the embryonic stages, but Rap City
could strengthen it rapidly.
The purpose of Rap City is for students from all walks of life: living on and
off campus. in approved and unapproved housing, commuters and non -commuters,
to get together and learn the facts and exchange ideas about housing in and
around SJS.
Students need not stay overnight. Go over between elutes, et Ina& there;
just go and talk and lister’.

41111,,_
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The Governor Meets the People

Staff Comment

Don’t Kill A.S. Football Funds
By TERRANCE FARRELL
on the
des
eloping
Student support could be shown by
is
A ’new minority
changing the budget back to its normal
SJS scene. This group could be called
totals. Only with the backing of the stuStudents Supporting Intercollegiate Athdents can the department succeed in the
letics.
real goal of athletics vs hich is to bring
The group is unique in that it is unthe community together.
organized, non-vocal, and spends inure
time studying and making a living than
If no action is taken the loser will conit does stating its opinions. But lack
tinue to be the students mho would enjoy
of organization shouldn’t keep the student
and support a good program. Those are
body from hearing its viewpoints in rethe huh% ioluals who make up the new
spect to the athletic fund cut proposed by
minorit or, hopefully, the real majority.
the A.S. budget.
After all. enjoyment is not the aim of a
What benefits can be derived by mainminority. it is the aim of all of us.
taining student support of the Intercollegiate Athletic program? At the top of
the list is enjoyment. Sports can he entertaining to both participants anti spectators.
Competition on the field can help to build
unity and cohesivIsiieSA in a college community. Character building, eliallenge and
physical conditioning are other benefits
which make a sports program useful.
By GARY
On the other side of the coin is the
An April 8 Spartan Daily editorial urgqestion, how well is the SJS program
ing the Black Student t ition BSU) to file
fulfilling these needs? The football proa complaint against an ROTC group repgram is the main concern in this problem
an over-reaction to a minor inresents
because that is where the money goes.
cident.
SJS had a four game home season last
The editorial called for "suspens’ of
year that was sparsely attended. It is bard
the entire ROTC group:"
to find enjoyment and entertainment value
The editorial, I would hope, was being
in a program that did not attract an audifacetious in its call to suspend the students,
ence. This brings op another question,
yet I cannot accept this as an excuse for
Where were the falls?
such illogical reasoning.
The four game home schedule could he
The editorial’s calling attention to a
one answer. Out of ten games the students
minor incident such as the ROTC comgot four. Money or whatever the reason,
pany marching by the HSU rally does
this could be seen as something less than
much to take away from the true significrowd pleasing.
cance of the gathering.
A second answer might be that the
The rally was called to discuss the exgames are played Friday nights and Saturtremely important "Soledad Brothers" isday. A large portion of the student body.
sue and no mention (of this fact was made
contrary to Gov. Reagan’s beliefs, hold part
in the editorial.
time jobs. The first question any college
Halving reported the rally for the Daily,
student is asked when applying for a part
I had the opportunity to witness the incitime position is whether he can work Frident referred to loy the editorial.
day and weekends. If the student says no
he simply has no job.
The ROTC actually marened by the
rally on two (weasions. Their first appearIn business when your product doesn’t
ance occurred near the beginning of the
sell you try to find out why. The athletic
rally when they marched across Seventh
department should try to find out where
Street toward the ROTC drill field.
the people are and, possibly, do some reThis apparently was an extemporaneous
scheduling. It will require red tape and a
appearance, as the rally hail just begun
few arguments but it might save the sports
and any premeditation on the part of the
program.
ROTC is quite unlikely.
Another point is the handling of the
True, the ROTC company did march
eleventh game for next season. Instead of
briefly between the Whilst and some
looking to the audience and finding their
members ef the audience. but this distracpreL-rences the athletic department contion’ was very brief.
centrated its efforts on building the proBSU Minister of Defense Mike Torrence
gram toward future major college status.
was speaking at the time and he made
A natural crosstown rivalry with the Unionly a few minor comments to the audiversity of Santa Clara was passed because
ence and the marching cadets. He then
they lack major college status. This game
got hack to the more serious business at
could have been used to promote a fan
hand.
pleasing contest but it seems the fans don’t
Near the end of the rally, the ROTC
count when there are dollar signs on the
members again marched across Seventh
horizon.
Street. This time, however, they deliberateIt is clear that enjoyment, unity, charly avoided the rally area and marched in
acter building and the like will not he
a different direction.
accomplished in a non supported sports
Apparently, the ROTC was deliberately
prop-am. Both side’ should be ealle4 upon
trying to avoid an incident. Earl Brand,
to give a little.

The air controllers strike currently gripping this nation has affected thousands
of air passengers_ including this scribe IA ho
(of Easter 1"acation.
had an extra
1ir controoller representative., F. Lee
Bailev. has urged Pres. Richard M. Nixon
to order federal noeoliationi in an effort to
end the sickont. sickin or strike as it has
been termed.
Bailey believes the absent workers might
return to uork if the government guarantees amnesty. "There ha, got to be niedialion." Bailey asserts. Thiel it is up to Nixon
to take that step.’"
The slovoolov’n is coolotrolled by the Profess al Air Traffic Controllers Organization I PATco
The situation is better now with fewer
and shorter delays in air travel. but if one
city’s controllers are out. another city’s
flights to the struck city must be delayed.
re-directed or cancelled.
PATCO workers are protesting working
conditions and lack of bargaining power.
"I think that tamnesty) would lie a big,
long step that might bring results in 24
hours or less." Bailey predicted days ago.
But the government has afailetl to act
. . . to relieve the strike. It has acted
through a court decision that stated the
walkout is an illegal strike, encouraged by
the air controllers.
This can only lead to further frustration
by PATCO in reaching an agreement and
restoring normal air traffic.
As Bailey points out, the government
would do well to negotiate with air controllers in the saint- manner as it did with
postal workers.
In that strike, it was agreed that the
government would negotiate with the workers and they would return to work. But
they also promised a strike if negotiation
failed to settle the dispute within a Oven
time.
This same means probably would settle
the PATCO strike as well.

Staff Comment

Editorial ’Irresponsible’
PIERCE
BSU minister of information, was speaking at the time and lie did direct several
comments at the cadets.
He did not make further reference to
the ROTC, however, after they had left,
and he inumdiately returned to the important matter at hand.
The ROTC’s deliberate avoidance of an
incident when they marched near the rally
the second time (this time knowing the
rally was taking place before they reached
the area) comphtely disproves the Daily
editorial’s charge that the military was
exercising some kind of "elite" privilege
in their actions.
The editorial’s plea for the BSU to file
a complaint against the ROTC is both
irrational and irresponsible.
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C.O.s Consider Beliefs and Action
EDITOR’s NOTE: Thls is the
last of a three part series concerned with the Sebetise Service system and students.

By RILL WoZENCItAFT
Daily Staft Writer
Do you w ant to avoid the draft
and haven’t found a way out yet?
Are your feelings and senti-

classification which has no value.
to him.
In trying to qualify for C.O.
status the registrant should ask
himself what forces he will he
willing to use to obtain his goal.
Also. he should know how far he
can use socli a force without sac-

of being fed up and die

gusted?
Then maybe you should consider the approach of a conacientious objector. 1-0 and 1-A-0
classifications are available for
C.O.s.
The 1-0 classification pertains
to a C.O. who is both opposed to
combatant duty and non-combatant military duty and is available
for civilian work, I -A-0 refers to
non-combatant duty only.
The Selective Service Act of
1967 provides for conscientious
objectors who qualify to substitute civilian work for participations in the military without
handling weapons.
In order to qualify the registrant must object to participating
in war because of religious reasons rather than political, sociological or philosophical views.
SSS form 100 must he completed when submitting the request
for reclassification. If a registrant
who applies for I -A-0 is offered
a choice between a student deferment and a C.O. classification he
should stick to his beliefs and
not be swayed toward another

jurisdiction until
he accepts induction into the
armed forces. Whereas during
World War I an order to report
put a man tinder the military jurisdiction. Through this procedure
approximately 450 (’.O.s were
court-martialed and sent off to

prisons.

at the legality of induction orders.

when

Individuals cannot just satisfy
the Seiective Service concerning
their beliefs, but must instill in
their own minds that the application for u C.O. is based on sincere beliefs.
At the present time, no man is

ONSCIENTIOES OBJECTORS

ments toward the war in Vietnam
and all wars in general to the

point

seeking C.O. classification.

.
are thalted for
The
ie. to \sock
cis lit. ::.
I,’,,’: S’
the
the ’,id, !I
on!
same Pa)
that job.
Civilian employment must be
employment by the U.S. Government, ot by a non-profit organization, or corporation engaged in
a charitable activity.
A big factor in winning C.0.
status is the way in which the
registrant presents his ease to
his board. The Ulkille Use Of
force will terminate his chances
of successfully defending his
rights.
If the registrant can clarify
his reasons for opposition to the
war and any classification other
than C.O., and present them in
an orclerly and logical manner,
his feelings will have a letter
chance of being recognized.
In supporting a claim for conscientious objection a minimum
of six letters of reference should
be secured. These letters should
he from people who the registrant knows intimately: parents,
teachers. or ministers.
One question a man might ask
himself to test whether or not
he is a C.O. is: "If I had the
choice of either going to jail or
joining the Army, which would
I choose?"
Conscient jilts objeetors are going to prison under the Selective
Service Act of 1967, but in fewer
numbers than in World War II.
The reason is that there are now
lower quotas to fill and courts
are giving a more serious look

IW FAMILIAR WITH THESE QUESTIONS
following questions were. prepared by the Selective

Ill

Service
The
the state of New York and distributed within that state.

1. Do you believe any sanctions are imposed as a result of disobeying your conscience? If so, from where are the sanction.
derived and what is the nature of such sanctions?
2. Are you compelled not to participate in any way, shape. or
lorm with the war effort?
3. If so, explain your payment of taxes.
4. If your conscientious objection is based upon religious views.
are they derived through reason or experience alone? If so, explain why you term them religious and not philosophical.
5. What do you consider religion to mean?
6. When, where, and under what circumstances did you become
convinced of the beliefs which require you to claim conscientious

olijection.
7. Do you believe man survives after death in some form? If
.i what do you understand by survival, immortality, or a
shadowy existence?
8. Do you feel an obligation to state the truth to the inquiries
concerning your claim for CO. in cooperation with your local

olivine; his personal beliefs.
Thirdly. the registrant should
personally have counter proposals that he wishes to present in
opposition to the war.
The registrant should carefully
think through the problems and
choices that he must confront

under military

Today and Tomorrow

Peace Corps Sign-Ups;
Graduate Help Needed
College graduates do indeed
have a place in the Peace Corps,
according to an SJS alumnus who
returned from Ghana last August.
Chuck Stout, now in charge of
campus relations and public af-

fairs for the Peace Corps in San
Francisco, will have a booth on
Seventh .Street today and Friday
MODELS FOR tomorrow night’s fashion show, "Fashion Breakaway," sponsored by Washburn Hall, include (I-r) Erroll Dolphin,
Rita Alexander, Sam Williams, Jeanette Wilkinson, and Leland
Washington. The show will be held in the Women’s Gym from
9 p.m. to I a.m.

Washburn Hall Sponsors
Fashion Breakaway, Dance
The social committee of Washburn Hall, headed by Chairman
Jeanette Wilkinson, will sponsor
a fashion show and dance entitled "Fashion Breakaway" tomorrow night from 9 to l in the
Women’s Gym.
Stephanie Reynolds, publicity
chairman for the committee, will
be mistress of ceremonies for the
event. Marlin Scott, radio station
KDIA disc jockey, will he the
evening’s fashion coordinator.
Approximately 22 students will
model various fashions from local
stores and boutiques, including
the Clothes Horse, Roos Atkins,
and /Stacy’s. SJS men and women
models were selected hy fashion
coordinators Johnette La Rue,
Beverly Reeves, and Rita Alexander.
The Barons of Soul will provide
the musical entertainment for
"Fashion Breakaway."
Tickets for the show and dance
may be pun -based for $1.50 at
Washburn Hall or at the door
tomorrow evening.

"The revenue from the show
will be utilized to pay expenses
and the surplus will he donated
for the esablishment of a child
day care center in East San
Jose," Miss Reynolds explained.

U.S. Coast Guard
On Campus Today
Today and tomorrow a representative from the U.S. Coast
Guard will be on campus to discuss the opportunities offered by
the Coast Guard through the
Officer Training Program. Interested seniors may obtain information at Barracks 6 from 10

am. to 3 p.m.

ness, economies, engineering, education, math and science, Stout
stressed that there is aLso a big
demand for liberal arts graduates.
Accompanied by a volunteer
who returned last month from
working in Malaysia, Stout is
available on a "stop-by basis."

from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with infor;fstg.:
mation and applications for June

graduates.
Applications for Peace Corps Z.
summer programs must be in N:
within two weeks, preferably in 1.
the "next week" according to $
ss,
Stout.
Stout said that although the
Peace Corps recently expressed a

desire to recruit volunteers with

News Review
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Carswell Rejected by Senate
I ’01111111111

lit Nixon’s second atPr.
tempt to till the Supreme Court
seat vacated by Abe Fortas failed
the Senate voted
against the nomination of

yesterday as

51-45

G. Harrold Carswell.
The vote climaxed months of
debate and speculation concerning the fate of Nixon’s second
nomination of a Southern judge
to the nation’s highest court.
Nixon became the first President in this century and only the
fourth in the nation’s history to
have more than one nominee refused by the Senate.
The President said through his
press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
that he was of course disappointed and will submit a new nomination "in due course."
Carswell, with his wife in Tall:theme, Fla., told newsmen that
he was relieved that the long
fight was over but disappointed
at the outcome. He went on to

say he was deeply appreciative of
the President’s confidence in him.
Carswell hut survived an attempt to send his nomination
back to conunittee Monday when
the Senate rejected the proposal
by a 52-41 vote.
Nixon would not specify when
he expected to make another
selection. Newsmen asked his
press secretary if the selection
would he made before or after
the November elections and Ziegler stated he had not discussed
it with the President.
Although it is against Senate
rulas for demonstrations by the
gallery, pandemonium broke out
far nearly two minutes after
Vice President Spiro Agnew made

fruit,

.assuciat,a Press

while enroute to Thailand.
The highjackers, Clyde McKay
and Alvin Glatowski, remained in
Cambodia where they have been

granted asylum.

Moon Measles
Whether or not Apollo 13 will
blast off for the moon Saturday
remained in doubt Wednesday as
one of the crew members failed
to show immunity to German
measles.
All throe astronauts were exposed to the disease Sunday and
Thomas K. Mattingly II showed
no immunity in blood tests taken
Tuesday night.
Further blood tests will be

Women’s Rights
The State Assembly approved
a bill Wednesday prohibiting job
discrimination against women by
a 57-6 margin,
The measure by Assemblyman
Charles Warren, D-Los Angeles,

prohibits job discrimination on
the basis of sex by employers
with five or more employees.
Warren told the Assembly,
"The incontrovertible fact is that
women suffer from discrimination
more than any other minority
group."
The bill must now go to the

Senate for approval.

Identified

Ship Freed

Augusta Davis, but refused to reveal his age or hometown.

The highjacked U.S. munitions
ship Columbia Eagle sailed out of
yesterday
waters
Cambodian
after 23 days of detention.
1,751
with
The freighter, loaded
tons of bombs, was highjacked
March 14 by two Californians

Police handling the investigation had been unable to identify

.MPETENT MECHANICS
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
TUNE-UP, BRAKE, & LUBE

Draft Cases
The Northern California federal judicial district signaled
speedup in handling draft eases
Wednesday when the grand jury
indicted 17 men for draft violations.
Five of the accused had refused induction only three weeks
ago. According to U.S. Atty.
James Browning Jr.. such cases
have taken as long as one and
one-half years in the past.

taken to determine If Mattingly

A man accused in the murders
four state highway patrolmen
Monday was arraigned yesterday
and identified himself as Bobby

service you can trust!

Davis as he had only stolen klentification papers in his pusaession
at the time of arrest.

Is coining down with the disease
which would delay the flight until May.

the announcement of the decision.

"..,....’re".,Wet:POCK,PCIP
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MPARTAN

of

Due to popular demand
2 shows

Saturday, April 11
8 p.m. & 10:45 p.m.
San Jose
Civic Auditorium
$5.50

$4.50
On Sale:

$3.50

San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
246-1160
Open: Mon. thr1.1 Fri. 10 AM.S:30 PM
St 10 AM -3 PM

THE
POL. SCIENCE
MAJOR SAID
DICTATORIALLY:

manual skills, college graduates
continue to make up 80 per cent

of volunteers.
Looking for graduates in bust-

1E2=1
=MN

Voter Registration
For Primary Due
Today is the last day to register Zs
to vote in the June primary.
$

SILVA TEXACO
78 SO, 4th, SAN JOSE
296-8968
(NEXT TO CLOSED SHELL)

The Peace and Freedom Party 1:
and the Young Democrats Club ;si
Serving State
will both have voter registration $
tables on Seventh Street today
*.s910000000000141. _
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Peace and Freedom Party
will also have tables in front of
the Cafeteria and near the entrance to the old Bookstore (presently the Library Reserve !look

Students for 36 yes.

Room).

CROWN TOUPE
by AL MOLLING

BEFORE

Complete Price
95000

TRAVEL BY
CHARTER JET
FROM OAKLAND
TO LONDON

Throw your hat
away and wear a
Crown Toupe.

$135

ONE WAY

LONDON -AMSTERDAM

(
CALL NOW
225-0816
225-1730

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!

Will Not Fade
or Dry Out!!

$275

ROUND TRIP
For complete flight schedule
phone

Does no+ require special care. Be carefree
. . . swim, motorcycle,
skydive & sleep in it
just like your own.
It isn’t fair that hair can make this much difference
. . but i+ does!! Guaranteed to make him look ten
to twenty years younger. Hours 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

(415) 392-8513
OR WRITE
(MARTEN 11.10.11T
991 NIA Ilk FT ST.

SIN MANI:1St:O. (:..1. 94103
mii me 1170 charter flight schedule

NAME
STREET
CITY & ZIP

Instant foupe
Blended Styled &
Cut, Ready to
Wear with
satisfaction
guaranteed in
one hour!

5.

FOR A FREE
DEMONSTRATION
CALL NOW ...
BANK AMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE

AL MOLLING
rziE

ST., SAN JOSE
11111
225-1730
228.0816

PEACE CORPS

Peace Corps representative will be at a table on 7th St. TuesdayFriday (7-11 April) from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Current information is available for programs beginning training this summer.
BUSINESS, ECONOMICS. EDUCATION, MATH, SCIENCE,
a large demand for LIBERAL ARTS.
P.E.Alsostill

SEND ITS
YOUR
AD.VERBIAL
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE
MAJORS. IF
PUBLISHED,
WE’LL SEND
YOU A
REFRESHING
REWARD.

ouzo! Box ad

C MILLER BREW CO
MILW WIS. Ui

Fr

Academy Award Tokens

SJS Vocal Group Plans
Annual Spring Concert
The
la Choir, under the duectam oi hr Tikey Zes,
will present its annual spring concert, Tuesday :nr1 Wednesday.
April 14 and 13. at 8:15 p.m. in
the Music Building Concert Hall.
Admission is free.
Renaissethee an 1 contemporary music will be presented by
the choir, including the world
premiere of ’’Four Songs."

We’ll
pay
half
You pay the other.
SPECIAL HALF-PRICE RATE
FOR FACULTY, STUDENTS,
SCHOOL LIBRARIES
Ei 1 year $13

09 mos. $9.75 06 mos. $6.50
ID Check or money order
enclosed
1::] Bill me
Na me
Address
City
Zip

State

P CO

THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR,
Boo 125, Astor Station
Boston, Massachusetts 02123

H-11 \ Ith MILLER
I m: r oienlit Writer

Ii

positions by Karl)’ Lewis, sena,:
music major.
Also on the program will lye a
four part motet, 0m
iam glorio.
sum, by the Spanish compieer
Vittoria. a mutt t in fit e parts,
Saleator Mundt, by the English
composer John Blow, and a Baeh
motet, Singet item Her -n, with
the aceompaniment of Dr. Fill sins Sundquist on the organ.
The Choraliers. a vocal ensemble of 12 singers. will perform
three chansons of .the contemporary French composer Georges
Aunt’, as well as several other
songs.

.1,,rtan Daily,
that after the actual
winners

Award

Aeadamy

were

daclosed, the 42nd presentation
we’ll,’ be aptly dubbed "The Year
of the Token."
To my dismay, not only did
some of my predictions for token
Oscars come true, but two other
special tokens were given.

cutting the preof the :
sentatioii
eitemony shorter for
everyone.
Another was the repetition of
a few select actresses to present
the Oscars.
Claudia Cardinale captured the
eye of the viewing audience with
her opening bow: Raquel Weld)
presented a stunning view of herself, and who noticed Elizabeth
Taylor’s diamond?

dancing antics; of the 1940’s. Likewise, the choreography for "Raindrops Keep lallin’ On My Head"
turned into a hoe-down dance, to
the chagrin of the viewing audience.
Although the presentation
reached some new lows. the Academy did schedule some pleasant
changes,
One was the elimination of the
host announcing the presenters

John Wayne was named Best
Actor for his performance in
"True Grit" because it was big
John’s lust chance. And Maggie
Smith was named Iktst Actress
for her perforinance in ’’The
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie," reerasing the annual token award
to the English.

The second half of the program
will consist of three groups of
contemporary works, Ha rol
Owen’s Metropolitan Bits Cant,
ta, and three Greek folk see
recently arranged by the eit
.
mg;
.
conductor, Dr. Zits,
,mti in (lraik.

II

.
C.

I II:

till tile

is ry
I.
humor.
.I,
also received a
Geo.
token Humanitarian award.
Despite the rampant tokenism
in this 42nd presentation, the
Academy partially redeemed itself by naming "Midnight Cowboy" the Best Picture in 1969.
However, Hob Hope’s closing remarks ori motion pictures "presenting characters not to be emulated, but to learn from" appeared almost an explanation for
the Academy’s choice of Best
Picture.

KSJS Log
6:00 Nir.1,11.1NI.
int !hid .
happem,..
pus,
it’s
somewhere else in the
world. Ken Wood and
Gary Fazekas report.
6:10 SPARTAN
SPECTRUM. The stuff that
isn’t happening in the
rest of the world. Marilyn Thompson a n it
Sheldon Wong,

Besides the naming of the winners,
the Oscar presentation
plunged to some new lows.

6:25 SPARTAN FOCI’S.
Last of a three-part
series on the GLIa Tonight: the stereotyped
homosexual with Dave
Barry.
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Professional Pharmacists
Campayna, )r., Owner
_.4n/Lny
MO! /ERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
San Jose

Phone 293-7500

By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Special to tlie Dails

suit of accelerated social change.
The young author’s selection is
well documented from Fromm,
Galbraith, CELMUS, McLuh an,
Riesman, and Kenniston. He borrows freely from the music of his
generation and pinpoints social
criticism with the lyrics of the
Rolling Stones, the Beatles, the
Jefferson Airplane, Ray Stevens,
and Simon and Garfunkel.
The book is one that should be
read by the over 30 generation.
Yet, if one is to believe what
Gerzon has to say, adult society
will reject the logic and information of the book as radical ideology.
"Today the generation gap has
widened to the point where the

"How can we find new mean"The Whole World Is Watching,"

by Mark Gerzon,

is

the

story of young people trying to
answer that question.
Gerzon, Harvard class of ’70,
feels that traditional adult viewpoint is expounded by the media
constantly. In response, he has
written a book which he says "is
not balanced."
Sastematically, he explains the
forces that have separated the
generations -- the loss of a challenge in monetary goals, the loss
of an awe for science, the loss
of faith in adult society, a switch
to psychology instead of business
as the major interest of college
students, the loss of a way to
obtain adulthood, and the drug
scene.
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Alpine Meadows
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For a little mental stimulation try Ticos.
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Taco’s that trip -out.

Phone Orders 297-8421

Bill Cosby Slated
For Two Shows
At S.J. Civic
Bill Cosby,
club come.lian
Jose

ion and nighthe at the San
Drains Saturday,

Playwrights" Tuesday, April 14.
at 12:30 p.m. in ED 100.
Among Pinners successes are:
Fanghorn, Dickon, Ritual and
Drums of Snow, an epic drama of
the Puritan Revolution. The
play’s concern is mainly modern
anarchy. Stanford University will
host the production April 8-11
itid April 14-18.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

399up

99 wedges
.

Quick to see see the view of a
segment of his generation however, Gerzon adds, "Drug-users
often see those in the social rat race as the mentally ill, and see
that normal condition as the one
to be avoided at all caNts.
Gerzon feels much of the use of
drugs is linked with the drive
for adulthood.
"Much as past generations told
about their war experiences as
initiations to manhood, so experienced drug-users talk about their
near freakouts. Their goal is to
push themselves as close as they
can to the brink of sanity, with(Jut losing control," cafe:ens Gerzon.

David Pinner, one of Loncant’s
new playwrights, will be speaking on "Contemporary British

*

lik.immagail imegaiimil bemarausialairmimmilidimir,

’CARE LESS’
"Drug-users couldn’t care less
what the United States Commissioner of Narcotics or what university psychiatrists have to say;
and, unfortunately, the commissioner and
the
psychiatrists
couldn’t care less what drugusers have to say," says Gerzon.
Gerzon personally feels, "Drugs
are neither a trip to hell nor a
blessed sacrament."

about the photography.
is no need for good pho , .
the actors are sensatim.
Three in the cast Were II ,:.,nated for Academy Awaiiis.
Young as the emcee of the 1930
dame marathon, won an Oscar
for best supporting actor. Jane
Fonda as Gloria. a vulgar set
human character, and StLaannali
York as Alice, a narcissistic actress, received nominations.
Robert, played by Michael Sorrazin, grows up and becomes
Gloria’s partner. A pregnant
woman played by Bonnie Bedelia
adds a sickening horror to the
eruelty of a depression year dance
marathon. And Red Buttons stars
as a sailor in one of his more
serious roles.
The movie shows the deplorable lengths people will go to
achieve something of immense
value -- like a $1500 first prize.
Only the last couple up wins.
Just dancing isn’t enough. "The
derby" has to be surmounted. For
10 grueling minutes, the couples
have to run in a circle while the
emcee reminds, "they’re fighting
weariness, fatigue, exhaustion,
and physical torture, and the
last three couples go bye-bye."
All of them, including the
pregnant woman, have pained,
grimaced faces as they look like
their very existences depend on
winning. Sweat pours from their
bodies, their heads burst with
mental strain, and their eyes reveal their desperation.
There axe also personal conflicts like the one between Gloria
and Alice. During one of the
breaks Alice tries to seduce Robert, Gloria’s partner (sort of a
warm-up exercise).
And the emcee with his "Yottasa
youza" keeps stressing the tmportance of "the show." The participants think that the money or
fame is important. Yet the audience feels the hopelessness of
both views.
What good is a person without
hope? What good is a horse that
can’t run?

Playwright Speaks

Happening"

.NOW.
Monterey Pop
*

leaders of adult society are forced
to ignore not the fringes but the
leaders of youth," explains Gerzon.
Gerzon divides youth into the
traditionalists, the cynics, the
activists, the Hippies and the
Other-Culttuists. He traces the
changes in behavior of youth
since the 1950’s and correlates
this with a growing alienation of
the individual.
This alienation is easily seen in
the drug controversy.

way. In a manner of speaking, it
ended that way.
"Horses" all the way through
is a much better movie than
"Midnight Cowboy." which got
,,r
the Oscar for the best picture
the year. ’’Horses’’ isn’t in,t
pressing like "Midnight Ciavbia
it is pitifully sad. Even the sex
in "Horses- is gloomy ant
:Aar
There Ls nothing sae

295-7238
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eTRIP OUT ..

be held this weekend.
Cost of the trip, including bus
transportation to the Tahoe Marina Lodge in Tahoe City, is $16
for member and $19 for nonmembers. This fee can be paid
in the Student Affairs Business
Office.
Among the activities on this
trip are the annual Ski Club
awes and election of next year’s
Huh officers.

99
".’,;:

SETS
TENNIS RACKETS

RD/1,4Ru

Alpine Meadows has been chosen as the site for SJ$ Ski Club’s
final skiing trip of the year, to

Gerzon feels no single group
can be blamed for the generation
gap. The gap is simply the re-- -

.4
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Shave there
(Iao such a disturbance oser
I e List reViess of this film,
and it did rate an Aeauliony
Entertainment
the
An ard,
staft has derided to realms it
again in the interest of fairness.

’Whole World Is Watching’ Tells
One Answer to Generation Gap
ing in a new world?"

One was the rendition by Shani
Wallis and Elmer Bernstein to
give the nominations for Best
Score. Another new I a was Fred
;
As,

They Shoot Horses:
Hits Home \V h Bang

ITN STEVE SWENSON
Entertainment Writer
1.4tVe is a shir*-ecil boy looking at his beautiful black horse.
A kiss to the horse’s cheek, a hug
and a return, lick on the face
from the horse set a tender mood
for the audience.
Less than a minute later the
horse is shot point blank in the
head. The boy, Robert, is standing right next to the man with
the double barrel shotgun.
The horse was shot because it
had fallen and couldn’t get up.
A horse that can’t run has no
hope.
Sidney Pollack’s "They Shoot
Horses, Don’t They?" began that

1;51t NT HONORED

I

Review
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Likewise, Croy Grant TOCGSN’tni
il’ ti( e,,r fi,r ,enerid

Reif: tonight’s big DJ

1111118;

Movie

4th and St. James

BILL COSBY
. . . At Civic
April 11. Due to the popular demand there will be two shows
for his only Bay Area appearance, 8 p.m. and 10:45 p.m.
Tickets are available at the
San Jose Box Office at Stevens
Creek and Winchester lamlevards
from .10 to 5 Monday through
Friday and 10 to 3 on Saturday.
Tickets sell for $5.50, $4.50 anti
$3.50.

1,pt us
shower your
cur tri I h
f feet i (in

Astor’s Coin -op!
Auto Wash
732 S. I

& 804 Lincoln j
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.14.
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’Unknown’ Trackmen
Pleasant Surprises

first baseman Tom McLachlan has been
most reliable infield performer, committing just two errors
for a .991 fielding percentage. Tom has also emerged as one of
SJS’ hottest hitters, and belted his initial home run of the year
RELIABLESpartan

SJS

last week.

Turpin 7th in NCAA
SJS gymnast Jim Turpin finished seventh in long horse competition last weekend at the National Collegiate Athletic Association championships at Temple
University in Philadelphia.
"I was very pleased with Turpin’s performance," commented
Spartan gymnastic coach Clair
Jennett.

The first six places made the
with Turpin missing by
only .25 pointy of making the
finals.
Washington’s Yoshi Hayasaki,
who took five firsts in a dual
meet against SJS earlier in the
year, took the all around championship, while Michigan captured the team title.
finals,

}iv LANE 11A1.1..Ack.
Daily Sports Writer
A heel injury to long JUMP".
Chuck Sundsten could be one of
the better things to happen to
the SJS track team this season.
SJS coach Bud Winter advised
Sundsten to do some running to
keep in shape. In the last two
weeks Sundsten has been doing
more than "keeping in shape" on
the track.
Two weeks ago in practice
Sundsten ran even with John
Carlos in 6.1 seconds for 60 yards,
then ran a 9.6 100 the next day
in practice, his first time trial
at that distance.
Sundsten didn’t confine his surprising speed to practice. In last
Saturday’s 76-68 victory against
the Pacific Coast Club, Sundsten
ran a wind-aided 9.7 for official
first place in the 100, (Carlos.
running unattached, ran 9.31.
Sundsten, who also ran on the
sprint relay team, will probably
see action in the 220, an event
he ran in 21.3 last year at Porterville College.
Winter was pleased with several other lesser known performers who came through with important points in the win.
Steve Hathaway ran the 440
intermediate hurdles in 56.7 for
the official third place. Gary Berthiume took third in the two
mile, and Sam Caruthers came
through with a surprising win
against teammate George Carty
in the high hurdles.
Elmo Dees proved reliable with
an official win in the 440, an official second in the 220 and a leg
of the winning mile relay team.
The Spartans will be hampered

Netters Face Three
Tough PCAA Foes
SJS netters, sporting a 7-3
seasonal mark and 1-0 league
record, travel south today for
the first of three important Pacific Crust Athletic Association
matches.
Coach Butch Krikorian’s Spartans meet Long Beach State today, San Diego State tomorrow
and then battle Los Angeles
State Saturday.
Long Beach opened its PCAA
season last week with a 9-0 win
over San Diego.
Redlands ended the Spartans’
victory streak at seven with a
5-4 win. Tuesday on the Spartan
Courts.
SJS took a 4-2 lead after the
singles matches, but lost all three
doubles events. Spartan star
Chuck White lost his first singles
match in eight outings by dropping a 6-3, 6-0 decision to Doug
Berdick.
Hank Lloyd, Robbie Wheatley,
Randy Berknuer and Rand Bogisich all picked up singles wins for
SJS.
After the teams of Hogisich
and Wheatley and Jan Young and
Berkman had lost their doubles

EUROPE ’70

Linksters
Unbeaten
SJS’ unbeaten golf squad, inactive this week, returns to action against tough Stanford Monday at San Jose Country Club.
Tee-off time is set for 1 p.m.
Coach Jerry Vroom’s linksters
have compiled a 9-0-1 dual play
mark to date.

JOtN
HAY
HOUR
T.,;:111UR 6:57 to 8:03

SPARTAN GOLFER Jim West,
a member of SJS’ undefeated
be
will
(9-0-1),
team
golf

counted on

to keep that perrecord intact Monday
when Jerry Vroom’s linksters
fet

host

Stanford

at

San

Jose

Country Club.

Travel through Chico
State and earn 6 units.
June 16-Aug. 30, with
51/2 weeks of study, 51/2
weeks of travel to Ireland. Italy. or Yugo.
$725 for round-trip flight,
room, hoard, tuition, fees.
Contact Lance A. Hauer at
Chico State, Chico, Calif.
95926. Call (916) 345-6249.

matches, number one doubles
team White and Lloyd dropped
a heartbreaker, 6-2, 1-6, and 10-8
to give Redlands the win.
SJS opened its league competition last Friday by dumping the
visiting University of Pacific, 9-0.
White, Lloyd, Wheatley, Young,
Berkman and Bogisieh all scored
singles wins against UOP. Bogisich was very impressive, scoring
a 6-0, 6-0 victory over the Tigers’
Kevin Parshall.
The Spartans doubles teams of
White and Lloyd, Wheatley and
Bogisich, and Berkman and
Young also had little trouble in
outpointing UOP’s doubles units.

Intramurals
two

defeated Theta Chi
w ode Sigma Chi outscored
I Ii, lii it Derelicts to win their
lit
Scholt, %Vett Courtney. Ti in Robinson. Rich Laskey,
Mielsand iind John Baker
.,,!aicised the Express squad,
. Bruce Koehler. Lee Lowe,
!lodger!. Mike Hunt. Dick
’.ster and Stan Newton
up the Sigma Chi team.
A game between Express and
sltannird’s intramural champs is
making, according to Ed
I: 1111’4110r
r:1111Unik

What makes a
burger taste
scrumptious?
WORKHORSEJunior Al
with

48

Withol (3-1) leads Spartan

pitchers

and one-third innings worked. Withol has appeared in

nine games, six in a relief role, and has two complete

games to

his credit.

onions, and mayonaise

EVERY DAY IS A SPECIAL DAY
AT SPARTAN HOUSE
LASAGNA
Monday
SPAGHETTI
Tuesday
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
Wednesday
VEAL PARMIGIANA
Thursday
SHRIMP STEAK SANDWICH
Friday
CHICKEN CACCIATORE
Sat. & Sun.

It’s tomato, lettuce,

All included in our
1/4 lb. Jumbo Burger

$1,00
$ .90
$ .89
$1.10
$1.10
$2.99

550
and
Regular Burger

300

The above specials are in effect only on the days
of the week designated. Come in and enjoy a different meal every day of the week at SPARTAN

Orders to go

HOUSE

The Burger
House

cpaptot
150 East
San Carlos St.
(corner

292-2840

liewe

388 E. Santa Clara
San Jose
295-948V

of Fourth St. I

One look says got.
One drive says it all.
New Camaro.
We didn’t make it for just anybody.
We did make it for people who like
sleek new shapes. Long hoods. And
fast fastbacks.
We made it for people who like to
drive on a road. Not just ride on it.
That’s why Camaro has an improved
road -hugging front and rear
suspension.

Camaro is made for people who like
to choose their power. Four transmissions are available. And six engines,
up to the Turbo-Jet 396
V8 with the SS version.
It’s for people who
aren’t necessarily fond of
large crowds. There are
two buckets up front,
two bucket cushions

in back. And longer doors that make
them easier to get to.
We made the new Camaro for
people who like the stopping power of
front disc brakes. And protection of
side -guard door beams. It takes a
certain kind of person to drive a ear
like this. Because it says a lot about
the way he thinks.
What do you think? /MC=
Putting

first, keeps us first.
See it. At your
Chevrolet Dealer’s Sports Dept.

( I U/kou t

drink,.

*
*
*
*

and mtlato chi its

weekend trip for two for champs
prizes for all entries
music, bands
sponsored by Co-Rec
thy 101111 1»

Ca »tar. Spoil
Coupe with Rally
Sport package.

tho lanottott

from 11:30-3:30 p.m.

Sat., April 11

Sign up at the booth in front of the Student
Union NOW!
corn

to on

or

heti,

GM

I

day swimming meet
.- scheduled to wind up today at
urn. in the men’s pool.
Entry forms for slow pitch
are due Friday.
Express won the six-man voile!. bAl title for open division
SiL!ma Chi No. 1 captured
He division crown Mon The

.9phibee Tountament

Hit

21ance 10
WED
Throckmoram
TE11.111.
Siddhartha
SAT

by some ot the same injury problems of last week in Saturday’s
meet against Athens Club at
Spartan track.
Shotputter Richard Marks, who
has been recovering from a hand
injury, had his best put of the
season last week. 60-7. Marks is
virtually recovered from the injury.
Winter has been running Kirk
Clayton in two races instead of
three because of a knee injury.
Clayton ran on the sprint relay
and took an official first in the
220 with a wind -aided 21.0. He
was held out of the 100.
Darold Dent Ls still injured.
He had to drop from the field in
Saturday’s six-mile with two
miles to go.
With the Pacific Coast Club in
last week. Athens in Saturday,
and the Southern California
Striders coming here next week,
it is the toughest April schedule
for SJS in recent years.
Three track records were broken
last week, and several more have
a good chance of being broken
this week and next. The home
season ends May 2 with the SJS
Invitational, a meet which will
feature many world class performers.
Former SJS captain Lee Evans
broke one of the track records
with a 51.5 in the 440 intermediate hurdles, his first competitive
attempt in the event.
Evans and John Carlos, who
ran unattached last week, have
been out of town this week, and
it is not known if they will compete Saturday. The colorful Carlos won the 220 from a standing
start last week.

DATT.T-3

Enter the ’70 Chevy Sports Holiday Drawing. Now thru March 31.

You could win a week-long trip for two in a famous sports event, anywhere in the world! Or a rt.,: Camaro or other Chevrolet sport modelt3.1 15
prises In sll. For full details and en entry form, vise your pereleipatiog Chevrolet Dealer’s ’,pop t,partment lt,sidents of New Jor,wy.
is &temp.!. self-addressed envelope to their ritevretee drydo’.
Florida. Ohio, Georgia and Nfissouri may request an awry form Se
This OITIN void in the states of Washington and Witteonsia sr 1014.10Ver prehihited by

II-SPARTAN DAILY

Thursday, April 9,1970

Spartaguide
TODAY through Friday
Orientation Conference.: Fall
1970, A.S. offices. All students interested in being an Orientation
Conference Counselor should sign
up for interviews. Also on Seventh Street.
TODAY through AprI/ 15
INC: Noon Flicks, 12 p.m.,
CL’. Loma Prieto Etta.m. Laurel
and Hardy films to benefit EOP.
Ten cent donation.
TODAY
Women’s Recreation Association, 7:30 am., 11:omen’s Gym
142. Voting on new constitution
planned.
Voter registration, 9:30 am.
to 2:30 p.m., Seventh Street
table. Young Democrats will register students for the June 2 California primary election.
SAACS, 1:30 pm., DH 505.
Theta Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m.. JC
101. Pledge initiation with joint
meeting with Sigma Delta Chi
following in JC 208. Roundtable
discussion with SJS journalism
graduates will be featured.
Rho Epsilon, 6:30 p.m., Lou’s
Village. Initiation banquet with
Al Ruffo, State college trustee
and San Jose attorney, speaking.
Ex(’: Principle’s of Humanity,
7 p.m., C.U. Diablo Room.
Japanese and Americans Student Organization (JAH0), 7
p.m.. Building I, 292 S. Ninth
St. Japan Night to be discussed.
Sigma Delta (’hi, 7 p.m., Spartan Daily Newsroom. .IC 208.
SJS journalism graduates to

speak in roundtable discussion.
Women’s Liberation, 7 p.m.,
C.U. Costanuan Room.
Young Democrats 7 p.m., Student Council chambers. Fund
raising projects to be discussed.
Christbui Science Organization.
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Committee to Elect Wilson
Riles. 7:30 p.m., C.U. Pacheco
itinim. All interested students are
invited to this organizational
meeting. Wilson Riles is a candidate for State Superintendent of
Public Instruction.
Public Relations Students Society of America (PRSSA), 7:30
p.m., JC 101. Important strategy
meeting, all members should
make an effort to attend.
Bah’id Club, 8 p.m., C.U. Pacifica ROOM. Baha’ai fireside-informal discussion on religion.
Campus (’ruised*. for Christ, 8
p.m., C.U. Umunhum Room. Campus lecturer Jim Williams to
speak on The Sexual Revolution:
Collegiate Trends."
Hiller Foundation, 8 p.m., Jewish Student Center, 47 S. Fifth
St. Draft counseling by local attorney.
TOMORROW

DISCOUNT
for Students
and Faculty

SATURDAY
Theta Sigma Phl, 9 a.m. to 12
p.m., Stanford University, Tresidder Union. Journalism careers
clinic sponsored by professional
and student chapters of Theta
Sigma Phi. Media representatives
will discuss Bay Area career opportunities.
India Association, 8 p.m., Morris Dailey. Cultural music program sponsored by IA and InterCommittee.
Steering
cultural
Folk dances, instrumental music,
fashion shows and songs. Free
to the campus community with
everyone invited.

(with this ad)

10% OFF
Parts and Labor

We service both
Foreign and
Domestic cars

Star Motor Imports
375 S. Market
.14

Fucks,

7 and 10 p.m.,
Friday
Morris Dailey. Barbarella. Admission 50 cents.
Mlle! Foundation, 8 p.m., 47
S. Fifth St. Sabbath services,
with refreshments.
Washburn Hall, 9 p.m. to 1
a.m., Women’s Gym. Fashion
show and dance-fashion breakaway. $1.50 admission. Barrons of
Soul and Marlin Scott, KDIA
disc jockey. Tickets available at
Washburn Hall.

286-6500
Free Body Estimates
_

wilwalweleweemsellelesa

You’re missing a greaf meal
until you try
Red Barn’s combination of a

BIG BARNEY
French Fries and
Coke, Orange, or Root Beer

64
with this ad

Expires April 10
Regular flle

THE RED BARN
Sixth and Santa Clara

National Leaders Express Support
For Anti -Vietnam ’Peace Fast’
Support is mounting from college campuses and from many
prominent

Americans,

for

an

April 13-15 "Peace Fast."
The fast is being organized by

in conjunction with the anti -war
week, April 13-18, called for by
the Student

Mobilization Com-

mittee to End the War in Vietnam

Audio -Visual
Film Series
Shown Today

AUTOMOTIVE 12)
VW REPAIR. New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.

"On the Waterfront" Will be ’65 CHEV. IMPALA 2 Dr. HT, PS, New
shown tcerty at 3:30 and 7:30 AT, Radio, Heater, WW Tires, 283 V-8,
$950. Call 266-3500.
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium
’66 MG PARTS: Engine & body. Excelas part of the Radical Audio- lent Condition. 294-8528.
Visual Experience film series 1957 CADILLAC 4 dr. Excellent Condi.
which will run through May 21. (ion. $300 or trade for Motorcycle.
Call 298.5439.
Also included in today’s show
will be a short film on the Pitts- ’66 MGB RDSTR., WW, Blue $1500.
Michelin Tires, Call 295-9691. 429 S.
burgh -Des Moines steel strike. 1386.
All of the films offer comment
19E5 CHEVY, Radio, heater, 6 cylinder,
on social problems in the world 4 door. $150. Call 252-6070.
today.
’60 CHRYSLER - Ex. cond. Looks
Other films to be shown in- great, runs great. Reliable transportation. $150. Call 736-1300.
clude:
April 16 - "The Grapes of
Wrath."
April 23 - "The Southerner."
May 7 - "From Here to Eternity" and "Fun, Travel and Adventure," an army film.
of Humanity,"
May 14 dealing with China.
May 21 - A short series of
films on imperialism.
Admission to all films is 50
cents.

School Deans Rap
At Meeting Today
Informal meetings between the
deans of the School of the Applied Arts and Sciences and any
interested students will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. in MU 427.

20.
vewoirminnevwwwwmineenvmemosiewnimeilla

!!Counselors Needed!!

ins

"Work of Art"

Spartan Daily Classifieds

More than 200 student body
presidents and campus newspaper
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
editors have expressed support
for the three day fast to protest
YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 730the war.
9:30 aye. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J. 286In addition, such national fig- 5487. Sri E. Alexandrou.
ures as New York City Mayor NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
John Lindsay, United States Sen- students and licensed pilots. Four airator Eugene McCarthy, Georgia craft, low membership fees & monthly
dues. Cert, flight instructors avail. 722.
Bond, 6160.
ate
Legislator
Julian
and former Secretary of Defense
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
Ramsey Clark, have expressed flights from L.A. and Oakland, to Lontheir support for the fast.
don, Amsterdam. Frankfurt, from $270
to $325 roundtrip, $150 to $1135 oneThe VMC is asking protesters
way. Coordinator: Professor Frank F.
to send the money they save by Peal. 247 Roycroft Ave. Long Beach
not eating for three days to the 90803 438-2179.
American Friends Service Com- INTERVIEWS NFJO WEEK to select
mittee Vietnam Relief Program. Counselors for Orientation Conference,
the National Welfare Rights Or- signups this week for an interview in
ganization, and the United Farm AS. office.
BARBARELLA Friday, April (0, Morris
Workers of America.
Dailey. 7 and 10 p.m. 50c.
According to Mayor Lindsay,
INDIA ASSOCIATION presents cultural
"The human beings suffering and program, "Evening In India." It presents
Indian folk dances, instrumental musics
& songs. Free admission & free Indian
snacks. April 1 1, 8 p.m. Morris Dailey
Auditorium. All welcome.
OPENIN SOON. TE-POTTERY HAUS.
(855 The Alameda. Wanted on consignment. Handcrafted ceramics. Call 2511091 after 6 for detgiis.

Application forms and instructions are available in the CRAS
office, Adm. 147. Awards will be
granted in amounts up to $400.
’rhis year’s deadline date is April

The LitUe Fox Theatre,
Pacific, San Francisco, Calif.
Box Office Phrme: (4151 434-4738

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

SMC)

The Center for Research and
Advanced Studies (CRAS) is now
accepting propmaLs for the Faculty Research Grant or Student
Research Fellowship.

TUES. THROUGH SAT NIGHT AT El 30, SUNDAY NIGHT AT 730, NO
PRIGS&
TUES, WED., TOURS AND SUN. ORCHESTRA $650. SIDE $600 ANDMATINEE).
PEAR $5.50,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, ORCHESTRA $7 SO, SIDE $700 AND SIDE REARSIDE
36 no. STUDENT
OFF.
STUDENT
RUSK
(IS
MINUTES
1/2
BEFORE
ppm
War$1.00
AT AU, TICKETRON BOX OFFICES, MASTS, AND OTHERCURTAIN)
LEADING AGENCIES,

One Day Service

we act now to end it.
"The simple decency of caring
about human life commends our
support for those who in nonviolent ways once again make
known their support for peace."

dying in Vietnam need no reminder that the war still takes
an appalling toll, but here at
home it must be said that the
agony of this needless conflict
threatens to go on and on unless

mittee (VMC) and is being held

Study Grants

Opening Night: Wednesday, April 15,1970
Previews: April 12th, 13th and 14th
Reduced Preview Prices: Orchestra 5.50 and Side Rear 4.50

Art Cleaners

the Vietnam Moratorium Com-

Robert J. Moore, school dean,
and Dr. Mary Bowman, assistant
to the dean, host. ihe event in
which students can "rap" with
the deans. Free coffee will be
served.

KEN KESEY4S
"ONE FLEW OVER nacumodstast"
A PLAY BY DALE WASSERMAN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

for
Orientation
Conference
Sept.

’67 FORD $100. Good Carl Must sell.
Call 289-8254, eves.
’66 MG, 1100 Sedan. Good tires, new
battery. $600 - 258.5450.
1961 OLDS F-85 - R/H, best offer over
over $250. Call 286.6638.

oit

’62 VW BUG with Radio, in good con.
dition. $550. Call 296.8231 after 4:30.
’61 PLYM. VAL. STA. WON. Good
transportation. Runs good. Good brakes.
Stick shift. $100.00. 287-5914.
’611 VW. Good mech. condition. Only
20,000 miles. $1400/or best offer. Call
294-2927, Ext. 112. Chris.
’31 MODEL A COUPE won’t depreciate.
Powered by Chevy running gear. Custom Interior, dash, wide ovals and more. ************************************************S
SHARP! $825. 298-7690.

SURPLUS - al. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott. pants,
clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies,
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
Sundays. 287-3942.

**
*
*

RECORD & TAPE SALE( I have con.
nections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
mid. (.4.5. Call & place an order. 2980700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit,
BIG SUR SUMMER CAMP. One year
lease. $100 per mo. Pool, showers, etc.
Small A -frame $85. Package $175. Write
P.O. Box 3682, Carmel, California 93921,
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets. Combat
Boots, Ball Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats.
Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
Hats. Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store. 375 E. Redding be.
tweets 8t6 & 9th St. 293-4651.
8-TRACK STEREO Tape Deck. 2 mos.
left on warranty. 2 speakers, 10 tapes
and tape caddy. $100 or best offer.
295-9601.
12-STRING GUITAR w/cese. $185 value.
61061. cond. Will sell $75 or best offer.
Call 292-8125, Mon., Tues. or Wed. Eve.
after 9:30 or weekends after 6:00. Dave.
BELL &
ELL 16 mar Movie Camera
-Mari type. $45. Like new. 378-1143.
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Z
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NOW
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*

Send resume and references to:

;
*

*

*
*

WHITE HOUSE
IWO Pennsylvania Ave.

*
*

Washington D.C.

*
is
*
**
*
*

April 13-17
41

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Attention S. Thurmond
Phone

Thres. days Four days
2.25

2.40

2.00

2.50

2.75

2:40

2.50
3.00

I Knee-

2.50

3.00

3.25-

3.40

3.50_
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Add this
amount for
each addi
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3.00-
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3.75
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4.00
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294-6414. Ext. 2465

Na refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
Mount approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Ns days

Two days
--2-..-0-

Print Name
Address

E

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

background in racial relations.

1.50

lines

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 -1 - 1:30-3:30

Southern Judge, must have

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

Inters iewn held

Come to:
Office -J206

Position open for mediocre
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One day

4

Sign up for Interviews

an ad:

Classified Adv.

HELP WANTED

CLASSIFIED RATES

Asilomar, California

To Place

FOR SALE 13)

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 Knee-

11.13

in the College I

BOOK SALE-All books at least 30%- ROOMS AVAILABLE-et State I I, 155 AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Lability
60% off. Saturday thru Wednesday. So, I 1th St. $58/mo. 1/2 block from Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
0o
Kaleidoscope Books 50 So. 4th St.
campus. Living rrn. & party ran. Also up$9243.1-M39arri.ed
Toll
ACOUSTIC GUITAR-guild M-20 w/ available for summer at $42/mo.
in my home. Fast, AcTYPING
ST765E8N1T.
4
24
case. Good Condition -easy action. $100. SMALL STUDIO APT. $80/mo. Close to
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
SJSC. 287-4900.
287.3481, Rm, 10I4C West Hall-Les.
FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now takWALNUT FORMICA end table, well
ing applic. for summer & fall. VERY RENT A TV OR STEREO
used-biege cushioned couch, both $15.
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve RECORDER: Free Service. No contract.
378-4693 after 6:00.
Free Delivery in $4. Call Exche’s 251470 So. 11th St.
ZENITH PORTABLE 14" Black and FEMALE ROOMMATE - Share 1 bdrm 2598.
White TV with stand. $30 or best offer. Modern, 2 bath apt. $50/mo. 333 North
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Call 287-1381
5th, No, 2. Call 297-3438.
anCanienedit. 5miles from campus. Mrs. AsMAGNAVOX COMPNENT STEREO Walnut cabinets - new $140, will sell MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Lanai
Apartments. Call 258-0852 after 6 P.m FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
for $100. 287-5914.
Distinctive wedding invitations by 044
GUITAR AMP AND MIKE - All perf. MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Own Bed- HII. 440 W. Taylor, 54. 2984198.
cond. Gibson SG Spec. $225. Fender room in 2 bdrm. house. Close to SJS.
$50/mo. Call 292-2725 after 5 p.m. Pref. EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Twin $450. Shure PE54 $50. 293-0928.
Upper Div. or Grad.
Master’s - Reporh - Dissertations.
BLONDE FALL & Case - Hand -tied.
Harris AWN
Ex. cond., never worn. $25.03 or best CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2 bdrm furnished Marianne Tamberg, 1924
371-0395, San Jose.
Cell
apt, for rent. Freshly painted. $190/mo
offer. Call 294-4636.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
Inquire. 282 E. Reed St., No. I.
HOSHO TAPE RECORDER - $25, 8
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
mt.., movie camera - $25. SJS Jacket FEMALE ROOMMATE to shsare a mod., Factory Mfg. major and small appliances.
clean apt., close to campus. May move Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
(si.e 46) - 512. Gary at 293-9806,
in irnmed. Dee 286-2859/293.3665.
Street, S.F. 94111,
LOOKING FOR GIRL ROOMMATE & OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
HELP WAKED 141
apt. for next fall. Ages 19-21. Call Pat, Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending 296-4937.
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
route. Part or full time. Must have WANTED-one upper div. girl to share
per
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards apt. for next fall. Studious but fun. Call AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 Also
year for married, good students.
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. 287-3481. Rm. 12I7B
excellent savings for single men over 21.
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary. NEW FACULTY MEMBER wants to rent Call George Campbell 244-9600.
Start today, 22 hrs. a week. Work until 3 bdrm., furn. house or apt. starting MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S. Sept. Write A. B. Tucker, 707 16th, liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$3B,
Ames, Iowa.
1st St. Rrn. 207.
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
I OR 2 FEMALES to share nice 2 bdrrn.,
JUNE GRAD. w/Business background modern apt. on 10th St. 2 blks. from BEAT INFLATION - Male fine wine
needed. 292.6242, Ext. 79, AMERICAN SJS. Call 287-4126.
and other quality beverages at home.
RED CROSS
8305:00.
Malt products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
.
-FEMALE roommate needed. Pref. Sr. or STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.
CUSTODIAL JOB AVAILABLE AT Grad. 2 bdrrn. furn, apt. $37.50/mo.
BICYCLE REPAIRING. Reasonable
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE. 5 hours per 294.1635.
rates. 48 hour service. Call Mark or Jim
night, 7 to 12 p.m. $2.00 per hour, ConSR. OR GRAD STUDENT, rm. available after 4:00, 295-9455.
tact Mrs. Graff for appointment.
with kit./living rm. fac.. share util. asps.,
FIND your perfect match. $2. Campus
WANT TO HELP with Orientation Con- at 167 E. St. John, 295.6869
Dating Service. 289-9466.
ference? Counselors are needed. Applic.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
avail. in A.S. office this week.
. LOST AND FOUND (6)
Call Enhe’s, 251.2598.
SHOE SALES-Experience & Ref. prer-onditions esist HAROLDS,
ferred ’’
LOST-Shepherd pup, 312/70, female,
TRANSPORTATION IT"
74 So.
multicolored, shaggy hair, no collar.
HEATHER LEE AGENCIES now hiring Please call 293-5719.
FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, ENV
CHARTER
,DiiC,i,ers
& housekeepers
LOST - Grayish glasses; by fountain one way - $289 round trip. Japan, IMO
7.4
Mar. 20; Please call 287-9649: Reward. Contact Prof. Mage. 293-1033.
OPPORTUNITY, soaroirne, addressing
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISenvelopes and circulars! Make $27.00
COUNTS available to holders of the
per thousand. Handwritten or typed, in
international student identity card. For
your home. Send just $2. for 1NSTRUC
T1ONS plus LIST OF FIRMS using ed. UNWANTED HAIR rernrived perma- info, regarding travel discounts end purdressers. Satisfaction Guaranteed! B&V nently. 235 E. Santa Clara St., Rm. 513. chase of card, CONTACT: International!
Student Club of America, 11687 Sae
ENTERPRISES. Dept. 3-58, PO Box 1066, Ph, 294-4499.
Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., 0,14.90049.
Yucnipa, Calif. 92399.
SUPPORT STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
WILL PAY FARE fromMexico plus good through Orientation Conference. Sign-up (213)
Regent, Berkeley. (415) 843salary, room and board for Mexican for Couns, inter, this week in A.S. office. Black, 2536
1857.
lady to help female professor with domestic chores. Contact Prof. Zapata BARBARELLA Friday, April 10, Morris
Foreign Lang. Dept. Ext. 2588. 12:00 Dailey. 7 and 10 p.m. 50c.
noon daily. 2:30-3:30 Tues. & Thurs.
MOUTH BARBARELLA Friday, April 10, Morris Could you be the source of my conD601. 7 and 10 p.m. 50c.
stant confusion and complete mental
instability/
C.R.
HOUSING IS/
SERVICES 18/
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share a mod.,
apt. w/I other. Age 19-21. $50/mo. 426 TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc..
S. 6th No. 8. 292-7185.
experierced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
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Stereotypes in Advertising Help Racism
By MACRO (’HAVEZ
Many Anglos are upset and surprised
when Chicanos scream over a "little
advertisement" which depicts them as
lazy, fat -bellied, back-stabbing, greasy
sombreroed Mexicans who have nothing
better to do than to sit under a cactus
tree and soak in the sun.
If he isn’t doing that, he is out raping
little old ladies (white ones at that)
or stealing Fritos from your middleclass suburban kitchen shelves.
We have to admit such mischief
requires the Good to become the Bad
to take care of the Ugly. We scream
and you wonder why.
White American society, the fountain of racism, cannot understand that
the Frito Bandito is not after their
corn chips, he is after their minds
their minds ’in exchange for a profit.
And if it means pouring gasoline on
those bigoted White societal flames
that try to illuminate and make known
its superiority throughout the world,

then it matters little to Mr. Advertising, because you’re as much a product of his as we are.
Have you ever considered the functions of advertising? Tom., Martinez,

method is that it tries to exploit existing biase.1 attitudes. Martinez says,
"The instrumental worth is measured
in terms of how well the product sells
due to the advertising."

a Chicano sociology professor at Stan.
ford University, affirmed that advertising serves at least two functions:
Instrumental and symbolic.
Incidentally, advertising exists to
sell a product. The significance of this

It is symbolic in that it further sustains and justifies the already prejudicial and cultural stereotypical inslinations of the Anglo. For example, the
symbolic behavior of "Pedro" who "no
longer wants to fight the revolution"

Ya Basta!

THIS PEYOTE TENT, a common sight on a California or New York reservation, now holds a place of honor on the island of Alcatraz. The Indians of
All Tribes are making Alcatraz into a home, and this tepee is part of their
culture.

Native Americans Unify To
Successfully Occupy Rock
By SIISAN BARNES
"Tomorrow is breathing my shadow’s
heart and a tribe is an island, and
a tribe is an island and silhouettes
are the katchina dancers of my
beautiful people."
Since November 20, 1969, Alcatraz
Island, Ellis Island, and Fort Lawton
have been key points which American
Indians aspired to occupy. The only
successful occupation is that of Alcatraz.
Why now is the American Indian
reaching from out of the past to reacquire lands which were once his?
Why would the American Indian aspire
to occupy the famed "Rock" in San
Francisco Bay?
The genocide and land stealing by
the White man, which is inherent to
the modern Indian’s way of life, has
manifested itself in some of the most
staggering alcoholic, suicide, and crime
rates in the United States. The American Indian has taken sight of these
figures and facts, and has set out to
unify his race.
Contrary to popular belief, the
American Indian has not existed as an
"Indian national" until recent times.
The American Indian thinks of himself as Seneca, Sioux. Pima, Cherokee,
Cheyenne, Commanche or any number
of distinct tribes still managing to
survive the rigors of reservation life,
or ghetto life in the city.
Alcatraz Island may well be the first
step in the unification of the American
Indian. The "Indians of All Tribes,
Inc." occupying Alcatraz Island function as an autonomous group -- "Pan
Indians." tA treaty made in 1855 with
the Sioux nations entitles them to
make claim to any abandoned federal
property. Alcatraz has been unoccupied
since 1963).
Battles for other kinds of ideals are
being waged by the oppressed. One of
these battles is to save the self-image
of the Indian. In Lake County, Indians
are lodging a fight against the existing commercial power structure.
A traditional Indian stereotype, similiir to the one used In the Frito-Lay
"Frit Bandito" advertisements, is used
in Lake County Fair advertising. The
board of directors, using the stereotyped ad remarks, "that the possibility
that the Indians could look at the
positive use of this symbol to be more
a part of the community, rather than
the negative side...". Indians already
know how to buy their share of rights
in the Anglo community.

The Lake County suit retorts that
"use of this degrading symbol and
name also causes deep humiliation and
emotional disturbance to Indian People.
It particularly destroys the image of
Indian children."
Issues such as Alcatraz and Lake
County are the first steps in the unification of the American Indian. When
the enemy has been identified, the victory becomes accessible to the people.

Black, Brown, EOP:
Come Together Now
By SKIP BAILEY
Black and Chicano students must
realize that EOP funds are slowly but
surely becoming a thing of the past.
This could prove to be an advantage.
It creates a situation that could bring
Chicanos and Blacks together, in one
force, to combat the oppressor and
solve the problems that stand before
us.
EOP and the "lightweight" gift it
provided was nothing more than a bone
the system tossed in the middle of
two starving masses, the Black and the
Chicano. When one is starving almost
anything will serve the purpose as food,
and so quite naturally the two starving
masses took out after the bone. And
just as the system planned, the two
forces bumped heads at the middle.
(Note: Now a starving person is all
right but when you get him mad . . .
baby, LOOKOUT).
When the Black EOP people started
"Feed
enjoying success, the cry was
more into the Brown EOP so they can
also have a taste of honey." "No good,"
cried the Black EOP, but the money
still went. Other Blacks cried "We
Pay more out in room and board then
they do, because this their community
and all they hate to do is stay at home
and commute everyday." This argument was a sound one since most of
the Black EOP come from Oakland,
S.F., L.A. or other parts of the state.
But all of it is still a game we are
being forced to play, a game that
makes us see only dollar bills and not
the will for the masses to stay together.
Now with EOP money fading fast,
the people can perhaps be closer together instead of a mass of bickering
dollar bill seekers. Of course money is
needed, and it will come hopefully in
an equal amount that will not make
people to "hassle each other."

By ADRIAN VARGAS
For those students and faculty members who doubt the right of Third
World people to educate this institution
of "higher learning:"
If you are completely disgusted and
disenchanted that a California State
College could allow "Chicano hoodlums," "Black gangsters" and other
Third World people to "propagandise"
the student body, you serve as an example of the attitude that ethnic minorities have had to uncounted and deal
with since our presence in the U.S. of
A. (United States of Anglos)
If you consider yourself a moderate
Individual, and believe that a minimal
amount of racism might exist, but
consider it none of your business because it’s not your problem, and you
also think that the Chicano’s and Third
World students’ idea to use the SPAR.TAN DAILY to educate this campus is
an encroachment on the freedom of
the press, we urge you to read closely
between the lines. This whole literary
project is devoted to you.
If you sympathize whole heartedly
with minorities’ grievances and demands, but feel that we have pointed
the finger at the wrong people, and
that we have not gone through the
proper bureaucratic channels, keep the
following in mind: The main reason
why we (Third World People) have

A VERY SPECIAL PERSON
One day I took a good long look at
myself,
and realized I didn’t want to look like
my best friend
anymore.

not had the opportunity to discuss
racism in all its forms, frankly and
openly with the Anglo establishment
(i.e. through its journals, academia,
and on platforms) is because the
United States’ interpretation of racism
has been dominated by White-AngloSaxon-Protestant liberals whose basic
view of life is depicted by their inability or unwillingness to connect
events, economics, and politics in order
to arrive at an awareness of all the
ramifications of racism as it has traditionally thrived in this country.
When viewing the Black man’s plight
In this country, liberals will admit
racist aspects of slavery in the South,
discrimination, intimidation and segregation after emancipation; they might
even go as far as dwelling on the idea
of institutionalized racism directed towards Blacks, but they will not correlate the Black situation to Chicanos,
Filipinos, Indians, Japanese, Chinese,
Arabs and other Third World People.
The system now finds that it is profitable to love the Black brother to
DEATH. At the same time, the system
finds it profitable to keep stereotyping
other third world people,
The above mentioned attitudes may
appear too general to some, but to a
minority of people they are forebodingly real and very noticable. We have
been yelling "Ya Basta" for longer
than one might think. Yet, here we are
trying to educate the Anglo-American
once again. Until the Anglo-American
melting pot and all --realizes that he
is not someone special in this world
just a bleached sample of Homosapiensracism, injustice and exploitation will continue as the foremost
norms of this society.

name of advertisers

context and/or content of ad

racist message

Granny Goose

fat Mexican toting ammunition
f "Frito-Bandito"
Mexican bandits,
"typical" Mexican village,
all sleeping or bored
t White rustic man holding
three Mexicans at gunpoint

Mexicans = overweight;
carry deadly weapons
Mexicans = sneaky thieves

Frito-Lay
A. J. Reynolds
Camel cigarets
General Motors
Lark (Liggett & Myersj
Philco-Ford
Frigidaire
Arrid

f Mexican house painter
covered with paint
t Mexican sleeping nett to
TY set
Mexican bandits interested
in freezer
Mexican bandit sprays
underarm; voice says, "If
it works for him, if will work
for you."

= newspaper or magazine ad

Tv commercial

=

Mexicans = themselves
seeking Anglo artifacts
Mexicans = stink the most

Source: "El Grito"-periodical, summer 1969, by Tomas Martinez

Asian Month in Full Swing;
Several Events Scheduled
By VICTOR JANG
The East has s000ul (or Seoul)!
Excuse the pun but the East does have
soul of its own sort.
By the time this supplement comes
out Asian Month commemorating will
have been one week into it. The following is a comprehensive schedule for
what is happening the rest of the
month:
April 1l--.Indian Night-Fashion Show,
Native Foods, Folk Dances, special
guest: Indian Consulate General,
Morris Dailey, 8 p.m.

And from that moment, I knew that
the way I laughed,
looked, and thought was my own.
Something that no one else could
Imitate... me.
Have I striven toward my omen path?
I think so
I’ve become myself, natural and real.
Diane Yamada
WE MUST
What we have witnessed here-Is the creation of minds,
Created to denounce man’s ignorance
And stupidity.
We all say we know nothing
But in reality we know more
Than facts themselves.
Come on people! Let us create
something
Older than reality Itself;
Let us create happiness ...
Joey Gaytan

ELEGY for TENOCHTITLAN

Mexicans = bandits, lazy
do-nothings
Mexicans = should be and
can be arrested by superior
white men
Mexicans = sloppy workers,
undependable
Mexicans = always sleeping

Aralessermir

All of a sudden I wanted to be
different.
A very special person; I wanted to be
me, an Oriental.

Broken spears lie in the roads;
we have torn our hair In our grief.
The houses are roofless now, and their
walls
are red with blood
.

and %mild rather sit WI his ass and
smoke L&M cigarettes, connotes for the
viewing audience a gesture of interiorno Yankee "get up and go.- no
ity
"pulling yourself up by your bootstraps," no "prophet of freedom."
Such a gesture glorifies the values
of one group and degrades those of
another. But you know better, don’t
you? After all, you’re all college
students. You’re too smart to fall inta
codunercial plots that seek to destroy
the virtues of "rugged individualism."
B.S.! There is more individualism in a
pile Of ants.
C. Wright Mills wrote "only the blind
cannot see that whoever controls the
cultural apparatus (in this sense, the
people who head the mass media )
whatever class, power group, faction
or political combine
controls the
destiny of the United States and
everyone in it."
"Irrational" you call us? There are
many levels of "rationality" even
the one shown below.

THE LION DANCE, the Chinese ceremony to celebrate the end of f he
harvest, will be featured for China Night at SJS. one of a series of events
lined up for Asian Month. Celebrations by the Filipiao, Japanese, Indian,
Korean and Thai students will be hold.

April 13-18Filipino Art Show: College Union art gallery Library and
Home ec department: displays of
handicrafts.
April 14"The Forgotten Minority"
Loma Prieta, College Union: 2005:00 p.m. Larry It liong, representative Farm Workers Union. Anita
Bayaca, former teacher. San Jeaquin Delta College and initiator
of Filipino studies. Jose De Los
Reyes, Cultural Attach,1 to the
Phillipines, San Francisco, Roman
Gabriel, Quarterback Los Angeles
Rams,
April 15Escrima Exhibit on (Art of
Self-Defense). Native Dance Demonstration, 12 noon 7th Street.
April 16Filipino Films, Centennial
Hall 227: 7:30-10 p.m.
April 17 --Frank Celado and Nick
Dolara of The International Hotel,
San Francisco. College Union, Almaden room: 2 p.m.
April 18"Evening In The Philippines"
Part I: native fashions
Part II: Mutya Ng Silangan dance
troupe
Part III: Dance to the Intrigues,
Loma Prieta, College Union, 10
p.m. to I am.
April 20Professor Liu of Chinese Art
Gallery, S.F. Demonstration and
slide dacumentery movie on Chinese painting, Umunhum Room.
April 22Documentary of Chinese Art,
and scenery of Taiwan and Hong
Kong. Umunhum Room.
April 23Chinese Movie, English subtitles, Ballroom College Union,
April 25China Night, Lion Dance.
traditional Peking Opera, Gung
Fu!, guitar, Thai dance’s, Korean
dancers, traditional Cninese Dance.
April 29Displays of Ikebana (flower
arrangement) Calligraphy, Origami, Movie, College Union,
April 30Japanese Tea Ceremony,
Judo, Aikido, Movie, College Union,
May 1Demonstration of Karate,
Movie, College Union,
May 2Japan Night, Movie, Japanese
Folk Songs Buyo, Japanese classical dance, Koto, Kembo, San In
Bayashi, Japanese classical Instrumental trio. Reception and dance
afterward.
With the exception of the rock
dances all the events are free.

Yankees
GoHome

A Modest Proposal On Tuition and EOP
Or One Up-manship On Ronnie Reagan
I’d like to open this article with a
remark about our Easter ege from
the adoption of state
Sacramento
college tuition by the Board of Trustees. It’s as if Chancellor Dumke,
Trustee Swim, and especially "Sir
Ronald of Hollywood" were fining our
generation for being what we are.
Now, there is to be a very tangible
consolidation of students being shoved
with a heavier financial burden. The
resolution calls for the $100 undergraduate fees and the $150 graduate fees
to "go towards the operation of the
college." But if we consider the effective meaning of this, we find these fees
are gathered by the Board of Trustees
and used for their administration policy. And if we recall the policy of Rea-

gan’s trustees in the past, it is blatantly
clear that priorities are generally remote from the needs of the (Us) students.
But it is my opinion that there is a
seismic slippage of historical forces
going on. The mass of students who
could have remained passive and actually uncommitted in the past can no
longer do so! The issue can no longer
be considered "external." An apathy rocking problem has arrived which
must shake up some sort of responsive
action. and this should include not only
students from lower income backgreunds but also those from the middle
and upper classes (i.e., those who may
have lessened or severed the financial
umbrial cord from home.) The mass of

Editorial

Get To Know Us
Not long ago, Chicano students confronted the Spartan Daily about an
advertisement which depicted a stereotyped Mexican. The ad, openly racist,
was a mistake, according to the Advertising Department.
A student had picked out the ad,
and it slipped by without advisors or
other students ever seeing it. An
apology from the Advertising Departwhat was to
ment was accepted but
keep such an insult from appearing
again? Chicano students shockingly
realized that after three years 4)
trying to change attitudes on thi.
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Governor’s Pen
Is Cutting Life
Of Vital Program
By ROSAMAIHA 1:0MEZ
We. the Chicano students at San
Jose State College, do hereby declare
the San Jose College E.O.P. a disaster
area.
Why? Because E.O.P. has become
the victim of an unwarranted budget
cut. We are protesting this cut for the
simple reason that our futures have
become a political football and no
one’s life should be so jeopardized.
For two years the E.O.P. has been
a successful program for minority
students, as can be proved by the Governor’s Kitano report, and now we
face a systematic phase -out of the educational system. Without E.O.P. funds,
the Chicano will not be able to pay
the tuition fees at the Universities of
California. nor will we have finarrial
backing at the State College level.
Soon there will be no room for everyone at the Junior Colleges. Systematic
phase-out is one term that applies to
facto segregation is
this process
another.
Our position is that we will not allow
this to happen to the Chicanos who
had hoped to follow us. We still protest and ask for a lair judgement. We
have pleaded with the government,
now we bring our case to the people.
Education should not be an opportunity but an inalienable right! ! !

campus, they had not succeeded in
removing such obvious racism. There
was no guarantee that such a "mistake" wauld not occur again.
So that brings us to this paper. We
thought that maybe if you could
understand some of our feelings,
thoughts and beliefs, we will he able
to prevent other racism through ignorance. Our main purpose is to
"educate," but we also want you to
know us, our philosopihies, our cultures. Here are the talents and the
work of all minorities, because we all
have something to say and we’re all
involved in living to change attitudes
and to promote undestanding of different races and cultures.
As we open ourselves up to you, observe what we have to offer, our
for we have
minds
our thoughts
no material things. Most Third World
people have always been poor in material possessions, but we’ve always
been able to enjoy life in spite of it.
Each minority claims a culture, and
each culture has definite beauty. For
instance, many Indian tribes believe
that land belongs to all the people.
No one can possess the earth because
it belongs to nature, just like no one
can own the sun or stars.
So stop a minute and read this
paper so that you may know us better.
All this work and effort is for you!
V.H.

By HUFFY SAINTE MARIE
Hear how the bargain was made for
the west
With her shiveting children, in zero
drgrees
"Blankets for your land" so the treaties
attest;
Now blankets for land is a bargain
indeed
But the blankets were these Uncle Sam
had collected
From small pcx-diseased dying soldiers
that day,
And the tribes were wiped out and the
history censored!
100 years of your statesmen have felt
it’s better this way;
Yet a few of the conquered have somehow sUlviveri
Their blood runs the redder through
genes have been paled,
From the Grand Canyon’s caverns to
Craven’s sea hills
The wounded, the losers, the robbed
sing their tale,
From Los Angeles County to upstate
Ness York
The white nation fattens while others
grow lean.
Oh, the tricked and evicted, they know
what I mean:
My country, ’tis of thy people you’re
dying!

Kitano Report Summary
EDITOR’S Ntil’E: The ((dinning is
the siumnusiry of the Kitane Krnort
Opportunity
Educational
on the
Program, reteai-ed to the .Ioint I.egislattie Committee on Higher Etht
cation and the Coordinaling Committee for Higher Educatian.
Despite recent attempts to increase
enrollment of mini?’ it
and or low
income students in all three !evils of
higher education the Black and Chicano students remain giossly undid represented in Caldornia’s higher eduthey
institutions:
cation
comprise
183 per cent rif the population of California. but only 11 per cent of the
community college enrollment; :18 per
cent of the university enrollment. and
5.8 Per cent of state college enrollment.
Of those minority students who are
educationally eligible for a four-yegie
college, only about one -lout th actually
enroll. Of those %On are educationally
eligible for the univei say, less than
one-third actually enroll.
Most EOP students arc carefully

screened for intellectual and academic
ability. They represent high -potential
students, often able to meet regular
admission standards, and do not con"bad academic risks" on
stitute
campuses.
In general, EOP students are as
successful as non-EOP students as
measured by both grade -point levels
and rates of retention in their respective schools.
EOP students are badly in need of
increased, stable, financial aid programs. realistically geared to inert
their needs. Because they come from
impoverished families they have no
resources to fall hack upon, and are
therefore in constant jeopardy because
of ineadequate financial support.
Recruiting, tutoring and counseling
are less important to the EOP than
they were initially. EOP pioneered the
gateway into higher education; many
minority students are now motivated
to attend providing adequate financial
aid and informed group support can
maintained,

students are by no means wealthy. An
students should be concerned.
The problem is particularly desperracial, economic
marginal
ate
for
groups. It is undestandable that discontent is souring to anger and separatism. In particular. the E.O.P. is
seriously starved for working funds.
Blacks and Browns are undergoing
severe strain to stretch their crust -ofbread appropriations from the government. It is evident the E.O.P. is
pressed for some solution.
As honestly as I can understand it,
the situation is very simple: Blacks
and Browns need large amounts of
money that they have little power to
provide for themselves. In general,
Whites have more money thousands
of students "becoming aware of ecological wastes" spent their dollars to
buy a new automobile; and we should
all remember the questionable outcome of that. But even White students
can be poor. For this reason, it might
at first seem ironic for the poor Blacks
and Browns to obtain financial help
from the poor Whites. But a very
small amount, say $1 each, would be
easy for almost every individual student to spare. Thousands of students
spend more than a dollar each day in
the cafeterias, drive-ins and cigarette
machines of San Jose.
I think
that such a move would
demonstrate some sort of student responsibility and independence. Too
often, students are regarded as minority participants in the decisions that
affect them. With this in mind, compare on the one hand, the imposition of
Involuntary tuition going to the state
and on the other hand, a self-accepted
$1 advance going to the most needy.
Moreover, it is important that if the
older generation fails, then students
help provide for themselves. And nonminority students usually have more
grasp on sources of money (e.g., parents and better job opportunity) than
minority students. Moreover, some
sort of inter-student financial assistance would be a concrete act of future
goodwill between all students.
Therefore, one appropriate proposal
is a one dollar donation with next
semester’s fees to help provide equal
opportunity in our college for the
most needy members
minority folks
from our own generation. It’s as conservative as George Washington.
Another proposal is a few days of
festivities and fund raising for the
E.O.P. Get together and party and
maybe do a little bit. It is essential
for students to realize how together
they now are in the conditions of our
present reality.
Bob Martinez
C00244
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Japanese Americans Are
An Invisible Minority Too
By MAS SAT()
I am Japanese due to such situations
as having Japanese parents. name, I
even speak and understand it to some
extent.
And according to informational and
classification forms, my color is yellow
and race is of Mongolian descent, not
Caucasian or white.
But an identity crisis begins when I
realize that I have grown up with
"hakujins" with run of the mill middle
class values very white. There was a
quiet rebellion against my parents for
trying to bring me up as a traditional
Japanese, i.e., eating with hashi and
putting shoyu on everything, etc.
I felt my parents expected me to he
what they were and were taught by
their parents. I didn’t necessarily live
up to their old ways. It was easiest
and typical to be like my American
peers.
Yet, in the meantime, I seem to have

Irate Letter To The Editor
And The Press In General
To the Editor:
For a long time the Chicano has
endured the humiliation and racism of
the American Press. At every opportunity the press, whether intentionally
or not displays its prejudice through
subtle and sophisticated forms of racist
advertising
Mist recently, an advertisement appeared in the Feb. 25, 1970 edition of
the San Jose State Spartan Daily
Newspaper that illustrated the prejudiced thinking not only of this particular newspaper, but of all American newspapers in general. In this particular advertisement it showed the reclining figure (supposedly Mexican) of
a man asleep and leaning against a
cactus with a sombrero pulled over his
face and a scrape thrown over the
shoulder. The copy Was worded to Insinitate that all Mexicans ever do is
sleep anti that if he (the Mexican in
the picture) would ever wake up, that
he should get on his donkey and ride
down to the Spartan Bookstore for
fantastic values on Mexican merchandise that was being featured there.
These distortions of Mexican life
have gone on for much too long. In the
first place Angina and the Press in
particular always think of a Mexican
In a stereotyped way. That is as a lazy,
sleepy good for nothing always leaning
against something and taking a siesta.
Were these bigoted idiots to look closer. they would find that the Mexican
Is n hard worker. They never look
behind the scene. I wonder how many
Anglos know that prior to taking
siesta the Mexican had been working
for approximately six to seven hours,
dicing backbreaking work under conditions that many people would shy
away from. Yet, this is the individual
that Angina call lazy.
Had these insinuations been true
what would the Mexicans have used
for money? Certainly the Angles
wouldn’t have been all that generous
to give their merchandise away.

All this is lice to the Anglos’ ignorance of Mexican culture, a culture
steeped in tradition and customs that
Anglos misunderstand.
Another fact that most people are
Ignorant of is that our ancestors Were
here long before the Anglo was even a
gleam in his daddy’s eye. Yet Mexicans
are treated worse than if they werr
foreigners. Moreover, many times the
attitude of the Anglo is one of Mildferenoe. He is usually too busy tiolluting
the environment and promoting America as "The Land of the Free" in other
countries to be concerned with domestic issues.
Joe R. Perez

developed my close friendships with
almost all Orientals and went to a
Japanese Christian Sunday School and
continued in the same yellow direction.
Now it’s out of convenience and I
really rather like that way.
I value the relationships established
within the ethnic Japanese church
and see the need for its ministry
among the specific problems of Issei,
Sansei’s, and Yonsei’s. Here I feel the
intenseness of my Japanese identity
and background.
To go on, my choice of social relationships are 95% Orientals, I go to
Oriental functions which are almost
exelusively shades of yellow, i.e.,
chillers, parties.
But again the question arises within
myself when I see a movie such as
"Hell in the Pacific," view films of
Pearl Harbor. and listen and read accounts of E-Day (Evacuation Day)
and not being able to read Japanese
writing subtle doubts arise. Of course,
it can be easier to be all American and
not question my thoughts about being
Japanese in some ways and American
in others, the need for a wider CCIUCRlion and awareness becomes apparent
to me as a person. There are lines of
yellow middle-class values in comparison to whites or blacks. One is hiring
practices of employers, they expect to
hire me, the hard working. never complaining, ever’ faithful employee who
never rocks the boat but gets the same
pay.
But when I see certain commercial
on TV. with a significant number of
Blacks in groovy places in the American societal scene, I ask where am I?
I could just feel satisfied by saying I
identify with the whites or I can be
content with being a part of the Black
minority, but that doesn’t make me
feel what I am now, Japanese, yellow,
of the East. Perhaps, Mr. Bill Hosokawa’s book on the NISEI, the Quiet
American may say it better and appropriately "The Forgotten American."

By ZELMA WILLIAMS
Many pople in the United States are
puzzled by the negative attitude of
Latin Americans toward the U.S. A
frequently heard phrase is: "Americans
are feeding these people, and see how
they repay us."
Ti) understand this negative attitude,
perhaps we should examine this phrase.
"In the first place the discovery of
America, at least the one we go by,
took place in El Salvador."
Yet the majority of Anglos in the
U.S. believe the Americans are the
ones who came over on the Mayflower.
They call themselves the Americans
and designate other terms for other
such as the AmericanIndian,
diMost
Anglos do not consider people
from other American countries American. For instance, Americans from
Mexico arc. called Mexicans, from Nicaragua, Nicaraguans, Argentenians and
so forth.
In the same vein, although Texas
belonged to Mexico before the Anglo
conquest, the Mexican population in
Texas are called "Mexicans" while the
Anglos are the "Texans." These people
are often asked by the Anglos if they
speak "American."
Latin Americans are resentful of the
fact that they have been robbed of
their birthright to be recognized as
Americans. Also, to this day they are
embittered by the way their land was
so ruthlessly taken from them.
The Anglos never let them forget it.
Even more infuriating, perhaps because they can relate to these at the
present time, are the myths created
about them. Such as being shiftless,
lazy, an inferior race.
To many Latin American countries,
the myth that the U.S. is feeding them,
when in reality the money goes to the
dictator, whom they have set up to
insure access to the land’s natural
resources.
The people of these countries are
kept under a peonage system with a
handful of rich as the ruling class,
while the dictator owns most of the
country and ships the country’s best
products to the U.S.
Let’s look at the Somoza regime in
Nicaragua who got in power by commiting a Judas act and killing the
country’s "anti-yankee" control hero,
Sandino. It’s a fact, that although
Folgers Coffee is grown in Nicaragua,
the average Nicaraguan citizen is unable to buy FOlgers simply because it’s
too expensive.
He must buy an inferior brand of his
own coffee.
Up until 1950, Nicaraguans consumed
the land’s yellow bananas, and fed a
type of red banana to the pigs. However, as the demand for yellow bananas
increased in the U.S., their supply decreased,
Now the people consume the red
bananas once fed to the pigs, or else,
they consume the left over yellow
bananas unfit for U.S. consumption.
It is true that the U.S. builds industries in these countries; it is also true
that Anglos are imported for the top
positions while the menial jobs are
left to the peons, and they are exploited by low wages and long working hours.
There people live under very poor
conditions without freedom of the
press, freedom of speech, and of course
their mail is censored.
The people have attempted to revolt
against this system and each time their
attempts have been met with U.S. intervention disguised behind the big
brother act, the Monroe Doctrine. It
is during these interventions that the
cry "Yankee Go Home!" Is most clearly
heard,

Assimilation Is Not The Answer
For American Indians Anywhere
By SUSAN BARNES
"Did you know that Indian student:
have normal intelligence and make apt
students?" This is one of the questions
asked by a standard leaflet sent to the
American public by one of the mission
schools in the U.S. to solicit funds.
This pamphlet, which comes from
the Saint Francis Mission School on
the Rosebud Sioux reservation, might
just as easily have come from any
number of "well-meaning" missionary
established schools. The pamphlet asks
subsequent questions on which the
reader is to test his knowledge on the
American Indian’s plight.
"Did you know that the Rosebud
Sioux are among the poorest people
in the United States? Annual Income
per family is $600," (Please feel pity
and dig deeply into your pocket so that
Christ might find his way into the
heart of an Indian child.)
"Did you know that about 140,,I, of the

lidilren at Saint Francis are welfare
(It couldn’t be that the white
man has taken away all of the land
which could make the Indian self-sufficient?)
"Did you know that 98. of the
graduates have been assimilated into
the white culture and leave the reservation to become self-supporting citizens?" In this last inquiry lies the
tragedy of Indian education tor shall
I say de-education).
Education for the American Indian
began just after a papal decree in
1947 which stated that the American
Indian did have a mortal soul. (Yes, he
is a real live human being!). At this
point in American history, the missionary became the "saviour" of the heathen savage. He established schools, for
which he enlisted the labors of the
Indian IToo bad if only half of the
population of a tribe lived to enjoy the
fruits of their labors, it was God’s will).
(.:ISCS."

fruits of their labors, it was god’s will).
"Assimilation through education policy" was adapted to coincide with the
Indian land policy. By De-educating the
Indian to the White view of living, it
was hoped that the land -grab could
appease the Indian through promises
of allotments of land.
In a statement by a special subcommittee on Indian Education in 1969,
the findings began: "It is a pity that
so many Americans today think of the
Indian as a romantic or comic figure
In American history without contemporary significance. In fact, the Indian
plays much the same role in our American society that the Jews played in
Germany. Like the miner’s canary. the
Indian mark.s the shifts from fresh air
to poison gas in our political atmosphere; and our treatment of Indians
even more than our treatment of other
minorities, reflects the rise and fall
In our democratic faith. -

1

Two-Headed Jaguar Threatens Emerging
Chicanismo Through Conservative Ideas
By JORGE TERRAZAS ACEVF:DO
For the Mexican and Chicano a
Jaguar is the strength and power of
his past. Today, intuition, feeling, emotion and sensitivity are the evolving
expressions which help determine the
decisions to move Chicanismo forsvard.
The Chicano is using his self-determination to re-establish priorities inherent
in his thought and value culture regardless of the contradiction and in-

compatibility surrounding him in the
majority system.
Unity of action in predetermined issues like the boycott of stores dealing
in scab grapes against La Huelga, the
support of momentum against Judge
Gerald Chargin, and adding to the
strength of the movement seeking justice and equality and freedom from the
Catholic Church. helps to make Chicanismo strong and independent.

Texas Reflections

SJS History Teacher
Tells Of Stolen Past
By MARIO T. GARCIA
Instructor, Dept. of History

"Jail Reagan, Not Us," reads the sign displayed by a Chicane
student at the rally against Governor Reagan on March 13 in front
of the San Jose Police Department. Many Third World students
demonstrated to show their disapproval of the proposed E.O.P.
cuts.
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IF I WERE TO CONFORM

As I gaze toward the westward
movement
To which I belong,
I know I’ve learned the hidden
secrets of men
And women who have brought me to
my point
Of leaving.
All of this and more they offer to
satisfy their
Lust for love and hate from which
they run from.
Alas! Another plastic tool of travel
stops and
Invites me to join it in its journey of
the
Wandering soul.
We speak of places of the past and
dream
Of places of the future.
To him I am handicapped and lost
But deep in his head he envies my
spirit
So free.
He speaks to me of his accomplished
deeds,
But pride keeps him from mentioning
his failures,
Now he has the chance to speak ideas
within
His own, which aren’t accepted in
his unreal
World.
It continues to amaze me how these
beings want
To be their own but fear the idea of
Standing alone.
Maybe when it all comes to an end
They will realize what person(’
freedom is.
As we travel mile after mile, town
after town,
He calls out his destination.
So with this I withdraw from his
memory.
As we part, I say to him, "Have a
nice day."
He replies with a welcome. "Thanks."
But in his mind he knows he can’t have
A good day, when he is self imprisoned.
Now I stand alone in body, but not
in soul
For what I do is in the hearts of the
many,
And we shall continue to do the same
And they shall condemn us as the
Highwaymen of the Seventies

If I were to conform,
I would call my best friend a nigger.
I would get my car and join
the hunt.
I would sit alone and glorify myself,
I would call our world the right
world;
Even though I know it is on the wrong
side looking right.
I would join my brother in the killing
of our cousins to the East.

Joey Gaytan
MY FRIEND LEE ROIXIERS
As a road is traveled, no man can see
its end -So, a wise man prepares for the
worst and
readily accepts from the best.
Learn from history. The past, if
you allow it to,
will help you remember where the
pit falls are,
and one ran avoid them the next
time around.
To be truthful, one must be true to
himself.
To be true to himself, one must be
true to others.
To he true to others, one must be
true to himself.
So yea see infinite truthfulness is the
key to life, which is universal
understanding.
LIP .1. Rodgers
Diane Lunada

Joey Gaytan

Asked to contribute an article for the
first edition of the minority supplement to the Spartan Daily, I pondered
over what I would write. I didn’t feel
like writing anything very deep, and
always wanting to be a columnist
"a la" Drew Pearson, I decided to write
an informal, light article off the top of
my "cabeza."
One of the most noticeable things I
have observed in my short stay in San
Jose (I arrived in September) is the
large number of policeto use the
polite termin this city. I have never
seen so many! Back in El Paso we have
police (even Texas Rangers), but not to
the extent one finds in this area. Moreover, they are the most frighteninglooking cops I have ever seen. And I
have yet to see one Brown face among
them. I’m sure the police here don’t
discriminate in hiring; they probably
only figure that a Brown face won’t go
very wellstylishly, of course --with
those black uniforms of San Jose’s
"finest!"
Two weeks ago my freshmen 178
classes finished reading North From
Mexico by Carey McWilliams, which is
the best general history of the Chicano.
It was not surprising to learn that to

United States Teaches
Self-Hate and Inferiorit
Editor’s note: The following ernvie was taken from the AsianAmerican Politic-at Alliance newspaper in Berkeley.
Historically the racist power structure in America has denied the humanity of non-white people. We can see
that Afro-Americans have been killed,
and exploited. We can see that Chicanos are suppressed from birth to
death, and provide the human resources necessary to sustain the facist
and inhuman appetite of American
white supreme pig. In regards to Oriental -Americans, this denial of humanity presently takes only more subtle
and implicit forms.
The oriental living within the confines of the United States boundaries
(whether immigrant or citizen whose
birthplace is on American soil) are in
effect told by formal education, the
mass media and most forms of social
organization to hate himself. He is
taught that the European way of viewing the world is the universally correct one, rind that Eastern thought is
"exotic," "wierd," and "slothful." He
has also been led to believe that his
language is is no more than odd sounding, meaningless gibberish, instead of
being melodious and expressive. But
worst of all, he is taught to hate the
color of his skin and the shape of his
features. In short, he is, on this level,
taught to view even the basic aspect of
his physical being as despicable and
undesirable.
But who is to say that all of the
things. in American culture that lead
Orientals to hate themselves, are hateful or despicable in a cosmic, all-encompassing sense? The view of the
world ii.e. standards of truth, beauty,
morality) that most people in the United States are predisposed to, is that
which is seen through the White
European perspective. But whereas
Orientals vii lull he. if not railed to
faces ,still perceived as sly, shortstatured, slant -eyed heathens . . .
might not whites be stewed from the
Oriental perspective as big hipped,
tight lipped, hairN, sallow faced, long
nosed narcissists?
Consider the other forms of behavior
of many White Americans. So much of
the American Oriental population has
adopted it as their way of life the
brash
ma t eria ist ic acquisitiveness,
the suspicion towards anything artistic
and not practical. the emphasis on so-

lutions of forceful repression can
these be said to be universally valid
traits?
This is not to say that one would he
anti-white. In fact, the above is pointing out that in the state of nature it
Is not valid in terms of human existence to be ethnocentric and deny the
humanity of others. However, the nature of social organization in the
United States has divided all of its
people into the nationalities of their
historic origins so that it is impossible
to be a human being in America.
Therefore, until the nature of true
all -world humanity can even he known
in a society whose institutions perpetuate a false hierarchial scale of values
upon human groups (racism), there
needs to be Yellow Power for Yellow
people, and Soul Power to all beautiful
Third World brothers and sisters.
(Soul Power to Whites too ,,.when
or if they can dig!i.
by Revolutionary Historian

the great majority of my students
(mostly Chicanos) this was the first
time they had been exposed to their
history. It’s not surprising because the
educational systems in the Southwest
have always neglected to teach Chicano history; no doubt believing with
the many social scientists, who have
dissected us, and told us we have no
history! This neglect of our history is
another in the long line of white racism
directed against the Chicano.
Along these lines, I just finished
reading a book entitled A Vaquero of
the Brush Country by J. Frank Doble;
the book is supposed to deal with "vaqueros" in Texas, and then proceeds
only to discuss the Texas "cowboy."
Oh, there’s a few mentions here and
there about the Mexican "vaquero" but
one gets the impression that Dobie
feels the true "vaquero" is the big,
Anglo, John Wayne type. Being a true
Tejano (Texan), I can’t allow this to
pass without a rap.
This book by Dobie is nothing but a
bunch of bull, for the true "vaquero" i
and was the Mexican. It was the Mexican who developed the techniques of
living on the range and of working with
with cattle in areas like Texas. The
white Texas "cowboy’s" paraphernalia
such as the ten gallon hat, chaps, lasso,
etc., were borrowedstolen would be a
better wordfrom the Mexican "vaquero."
Over the Spring vacations the second Chicano Youth Conference was
held in Denver at Corky Gonzales’ Crusade for Justice Hall. Last year’s conference was a big success, and out of it
came the Plan of Aztlan, which calls
for the self-determination of Chicano
communities, even going to the extent
of establishing "barrio defense forces"
to protect our people against the
"justice" of white lawsdid the Founding white Fathers mean "Just Us" or
"Justice?"
I was interested in learning that the
cafeteria on this campus has been serving grapes, or at least they were until
the Chicano Boycott Committee confronted them. One wonders how concerned the people who run the cafeteria are about the plight of the farm
workers and about Chicanos in general;
their concern probably only extends so
far as serving what they choose to call
"Mexican food," which to me, and to
rest of the Chicanos on this campus, is
completely foreign to my palate.
Well, so goes my first journey into
the realm of a newspaper columnist.
I’m sure James Reston, Russell Baker
(even Art Buchwold) won’t lose any
sleep over by competition, but, on the
other hand, they don’t have the advantage of appearing in such a hurtle/1itaritin non -racist newspaper as the
Spartan Daily! VIVA LA RAZA!

BSU, The Sinking Ship,
Blacks Seem Unconcerned
By SKIP BAILEY
Believe it or not there is a Black
Students Union at San Jose State. The
reason this fact has been so hard to
grasp is the poor attendance at the
meetings whenever one is called by the
Central Committee. Some brothers on
this campus are fanning the flame, trying to get something going and keep it
going.
Arnold "Ric" Ricard, culture committee head, Earl Braud, education
chairman, and Steve MeClendon, as
well as Mike Torrance, are not really
puzzled with the problem of only having 40 to 45 people out of 750 black
students at the meetings. They are not
puzzled beeause they are aware of
what the problem is.
They are aware that many Black
students come to college and start to
do their own "thing" instead of taking
care of business from a Black perspective. Many are staying away from the
meetings in Room 142 of the Journalism Building, because of an earlier
meeting which seemed to produce noth-

ing but arguments and more arguments. Some may be saying "no" to the
BSU because of experiences they had
with their high school HSU, or even
the simple and misleading assuption
that a roomfull of "Niggers" can never
get anything done.
The working, functioning "DOWN
BROTHERS" of the BSU are not puzzled but they are worried, worried because they are witnessing Black people
who are from a community they must
someday return to -. A community
that needs a college degree, that will
not permit these gradutes to join the
Man’s system, hut to free the community from the oppressive binds and
locks of that system,
The 1-4SU should not be a mythical
club hut an organization that involves
all Black people at SJS. They can, however, work with what they have, because they are proving they can. But
what the BSU clearl ystates is that
the decisions they make will benefit all
the people, which means Blacks must
view it as "our organiaatlon."

A constant surveilance of meth(siology and rationale as well as an open
mind of criticism against all symbolic
dogma is the contemporary jaguaraction of the movement.
The projection of the social work
concept in coalition with a community
person to deduce a people’s university
movement... The independent funding
of the Brown Educational Opportunities Program to develop a national
scholarship plan. . . These examples
serve as models within a realistic perspective.
The jaguar becomes two-headed
when criticism of Chicano against Chicano results from pent pressures and
the established ritual of obliteration
borrowed from the majority community. Violence and hostility are mirrors of
today’s character in this country which
are refined in the boiling paradigms
between and among Chicanos. Genocide results from the action of the
system against those minority minds
who dare to plot escape from the
ghetto, and even worse, dare to aspire
to hope and status equal to that position of the power elite.
Thus, the Chicano who faces the
punitive action of the two headed jaguar from another Chicano, must also
withstand the suppression from the
system at the same time, and retain
his sanity and equilibrium.
A reactionary conservative Mexican
American comes into the room after
having asked for an appointment and
abuses the protocol of courtesy to gain
entrance to an open door. This reactionary conservative treats one as if
there were no lapse of time between
the past and the present. He comes
with a smile yet there is betrayal in
his heart. The questions he asks are
Indicative of his illness:
Isn’t it true that people who protest
have no answers or solutions and only
cause more resentment from the Majority community?
Isn’t it true that Brown EOP girls
/
are pregnant by Brown EOP men?
Isn’t it true that Brown men are
dating Anglo girls exclusively?
And the parting shot . . . you can
be an instrument of good here, and
we’ll take care of you, as long as you
don’t protest.
To watch and note this person, it is
certain and positive that he is twisted
and brainwashed.
Chicanos must beware of the twoheaded jaguar in the form of the reactionary conservative Mexican American. We must get to know his casual
motivation; operate the cancerous quisling element, and attempt to reconvert
him into Chicanismo.
Unity in thought and value as well
as in action determines our validity
and the strength and power of Chicanismo.
We must strive to retain and preserve our language.
Chicano must defend Chicano before
the facade of the majority culture.
Only in this way can we preserve our
dignity and our freedom. As a family
and within the family the intransigent
may be worked over.
As Chicanos we must take a position
unalterably and without deviation for
that position which we seek for the
emancipated Chicana and for the
macho, in relation to contemporary issues.
Captain Ernest Medina is being
charged by the Federal Government as
executioner in the My Lai massacre.

)

In that charge the Chicano movement
stands indicted as wanton killer, inhuman, bestial, and barbarian. The
Chicano must defend Captain Medina.
He was taught to be a destroyer. It is
the country and its moral illness of
imperialism, militarism, and colonialism
which stands to be indicted. Here is one
position:
Reies Lopez Tijerina has received a
two-year term for druing to raise his
voice against the Federal Government.
All Chicano inmates who are in correctional facilities like Tijerina are
brothers who have acted in dissent
against the System. Chicanos must
stand and rise to protect those oppressed by the Courts. The Law serves
the power elite. Here is another position:
Dr. Eldred Rutherford, Dr. David
Mage, and Dr. Jack Kurzweil have
been acting to serve the larger student
community. Chicanos have been victims
of political power plays long enough to
know that we stand to lose if these
men and other friends like them lOse
their positions. Our aspiration for selfgovernment and self-determination
must unite us with men who are committed to freedom of mind and will.
One more position:
Male superiority and domination is
exploited by the Chicano for his convenience. Machismo is a concept which
suits the Chicano in that dependence
on materialism, and extension of adolescence, and a flight from socio-paychological reality makes a happy trip
for many of us. The woman is abused
as a sexual pawn without thought to
implication and consequence. A confrontation occurs with the new Chicane
seeking liberation and emancipation.
An equal responsibility in the form of
domestic finances, sharing time and
energy with the family, sharing in the
decisions of the family, and planning
for the full creative evocation of the
personalities within the family, these
are some of the new dimensions in
terms of true Chicanismo. The Chicano position today is that with the
new Chicane by his side and with her
support the movement doubles in power
and fun and confidence.
Chicanismo itself is still being defined and molded in the heat and
crucible of everyday life. Chicanismo
involves Indianismo, Carrialismo, Guerrillismo, and the process of becoming
and being, Chicanismo is in transition
and there are some of us who are
already looking ahead to a new position. Be assured that the life of the
intellectual offers no security for only
philosophical relativity is absolute.
Thirciworldism is a natural ntatum[tonal focus for Chicanismo and for all
those forces allied in the revolution.
The Chicano must first kill the twoheaded jaguar who attempts to divide
and weaken, then unite with all Spanish-speaking groups, then unite with
all other sisters and brothers in the
movement.
The true enemies continue to be
these: the power of the privileged few,
the absolutes of religion, imperialism
and militarism, the extension of prejudice and racism through the educational system, and the charity of the
white liberal.
There is only one greater enemy for
Chicanismo: the failure in stand and
act in an historical moment of decision.
There are many jaguars with two
heads.

Genetics
Ry JOSEPH NAJERA

’Grapes Oh’ rue She1ves’

The Lord twee funned the sky, and
likewise formed
The earth, a place from %silence to
see it all.
And when he kinked upon his work
and saw
What had been done, he saw that it
was good.
,September 16, 19691

weaning
Of day. Sun’s golden tint in night
divides.
Five-fifteen, the doors released by lever
Arid hand, the gears entwined, to
start for stops
Itoats a Number Five along its pathway.
Behind the front, a pair of lonely
hearts’
Thrust on through to ooze their folds
into an
unfilled though narrow deck, enclosed themselves.
Outside in, from feelings of being felt.
Where
And how their coach would inch its
bulk into
Mangled ganglia of fired swerves and
Barrages cantered door to door, to
front.
Mick, across the light, concerned these
two in
The least, as venomous effusion
poured
Rankly from their lips: "They’re pigs!
They’re swine! Can
And always lie. They ramsack purses,
shelves
Drawers and ears. No morals. creeds.
They’d sell their
Own mothers, wives and kids. There’s
nothing you
Name or think mo low for them ..." A
thousand
And one details rang out. They, with
a grunt.
Reassuringly assailed their has been
Affairs with men who played with
women bored.
Pistons purred as those around them
heard their
Adventures spun of satin men. The
two
Representatise examples of a
Good woman of good breed, oblivious.
Blindly, to the silent massive wall there.
Were bleating bleeding tales, some
gross some blue.
Tales the silent wall has heard in
umbra
And plethora- -.not true, hut obvious.

%lett t

A new concept is emerging.
A concept that seems to hold hope
and might even bring a dramatic
break through in the education of
Mexican-Americans.

constrict
i1 ishly off the tatter walls of neon
And poster signs. A hunchback
twisted, a tree
Sacred to a few, a plaque inscribed.
bring
Some color to the streets where
derelict
Eyes and footsteps prod in aimless ruts

ever
One wants to go. To downtown stores.
to shops.
one
Banks, and transfer points where
can relay,
The city lines converge for outer
parts.
Boki September suns assail the hourbiinned
Contorted graves whose streaked
facades of rose,
Gold and steel collage against the

Key To Future May Lie
In Bi-Lingual Education
Its

Fumes and horns and spinning wheels
abound on
The city streets where flashing lights
and sea
Blue and i igid arms control the flowing.
and sounds of pipes and melting tires

and
Electric air holds taut the people’s
pose.
Busses strangle roads and lanes while
weaving
Throughout their routes. A fare
that’s fair provides
Sights and scenes and faces new wher-

EdKational Breakthrough

In

reality

it

is

not something that has just emerged,
but has always been in existence
only the awareness that it kin asset
and not a deterent is emerging. It is
the concept of bilingualism: using
Spanish as a vehicle to educate the
Spanish-speaking child, with English
taught as a second language.
The idea is only recently becoming
In various schools teachers

popular.
PICKETERS AT LUCKY’S have been a common
sight in San Jose for most of this semester. Students of all colors have joined Chicano students
in many of the marches to Lucky’s and in picket-

ing in front of the store. Although sales have
dropped, it may still take some work before
Lucky’s takes off its grapes.

administrators have become
aware that bilingualism may hold a
and

By VICTOR JANti

arrest, even though the proof of one’s
innocence is the burden of the accused.
A warrant, specifically naming the accused, must be served on arrest, and,
as J. Walter Yeagley, Assistant Attorney General, points out, though
something that could be termed, an
"insurrection" is taking place, the McCarren Act cannot be invoked unless
there is proof that it is fomented in
aid of a foreign enemy.
However, how many individuals in
the Black liberation and the new left
movements, have spoken out on Vietnam "in aid of a foreign enemy?"
In 1968 the House of Un-American
Activities in a report released on the
guerilla war advocates in the U.S., implied that the McCarren Act authorized
the detention of certain individuals and
groups, from Stokely Carmichael to
Tom Hayden from RAM. to the Progressive Labor Party.

And since 1968, could this category
include the Black Panther Party? Even
the Reverend Ralph David Abernathy
has been accused of being a Communist.
And in event of a major war with
Communist China, would the Chinese
get what the Japanese got?
In committee in Congress there is a
bill to repeal the McCarren Act. Pushing the measure are the Japanese
American Citizens League and other
Asian-American groups, but more than
Orientals are involved.
E-Day posters are up around the
campus. On the poster is a picture of
Death leading not only Orientals, but
Blacks, Browns, and White radicals
also.
The projection may seem far-fetched
but remember, while the McCarren
Act is on the books concentration
camps fur Americans are a possibility.

Bilingualism has been defined as
demonstrated ability to communicate
via two languages. This does not imply
that the language skills are equally
balanced in each language, nor that
there is a mastery of the languages.
The main objective in the education
of a bilingual child should be a command of both Englsih as well as the
native language. For, the bilingual
child must not give up his own language or culture, instead he must be
so educated that he will be able to
communicate in English when the situation demands English and communicate in his own language when the
situation calls fo rthe use of his native tongue.
There are several basic advantages
in bilingual instruction. (1) It will
speaking
non-English
the
provide
child, when he enters school, security
instead of insecurity. i 21 This instruction is based on an understanding of the mother tongue and the
second language.
If the Chicano is to succeed in education, society must come to accept
bilingualism as a blessing and not as
a "handicap" or, at least, not as some
sort of special problem in education.
The need to recognize the bilingual
child as a positive force in our society is beyond question.

Concentration Camps For Americans In 70’s?
The McCarren Act Could Do It To You
Would you believe concentratioli
camps for Aznerictins?
In 1941 Japanese -Americans, alleged
to be aiding a foreign enemy, were
en
homes
their
from
evacuated
masse, deprived of their property
and forced to live in pens without
. . or their
regard to their rights
innocence.
Today. 30 years after the fact,
some of those people who suffered
the injustice of E-day are still working to repeal an act of Congress
which still provides for concentration camps and the detention in
them of anyone without trial. 30
years after it happened.
in
passed
Act,
McCarren
The
1950, is still on the books. In cases
of an "internal security emergency,"
that is invasion of the U.S., Declaration of war, or insurrection from
within in aid of a foreign enemy.
the act authorizes the "detention"
of any person designated by the
President without trial.
Up until 1937 camps were actually maintained (though not used) in
Oklahoma,
Arizona.
California.
Pennsylvania, and Florida.
Admittedly, certain legal niceties
not afforded the Japanese are provided for.
A hearing is required 48 hours after

speakers are viewed as commanding a
gift, a skill which has suddenly become a valuable asset to the country,
and to themselves as individuals.

to the future for hundreds of
thousands of Mexican-American chil-

key

dren.
After many

years of neglect and

apathy, speakers of non-English languages in the United States have recently become objects of more positive attention. Now these non-English

Evidence of concern and progress In
this area is the passage by
Congress of the bilingual Education
Act (Title VII is intended to rectify
the problems of the bilingual child
throughout
the country). Armando
Rodriguez, author, states, "It authorizes funds and support for schools to
develop programs in which both English and native language of the student can be used as teaching tools until
a mastery of English has been
achieved."
Grants under this title may be used
for planning and developing bilingual
education programs, for providing preservice and in-service training, and for
establishing anti maintaining programs.
Also Title XI has been added to the
National
Defense
Education
Act
NDEA) to provide institutes for persons who are engaged in or preparing
to engage in special educational programs for bilingual students. This legislation could be the first step toward
the desirable and attainable goal of
a bilingual society.
These are significant starts. They
are healthy indications of the significance of the rising involvement of LA
RAZA itself in directing attention to
educational issues.

Reflections

The Chicano is about

to see

ceptions, stereotypes, distortions, and
The saddest discovery on this earth
is reality.

myths

are

being

demolished

By FRANK BARER
Whether it be cultural Jew, religious
Jew, Zionist Jew or Israeli Jew; Judaism). the religion of the Jews, is not so
much a religion u.s it is a way of life,
a way of living life or a state of mind.
Israel is a state of mind for those who
live, have died or will die for her.
Israel is also an insurance policy that
gliarianti‘Ps a haven against the discrimination that has reached the level
of mass genocide against millions of
my people in this century. To ethnic
polemicists. I offer that discrimination
is no less agonizing or bearable just
because one’s skin color is lighter than
black or brown: it is simply the ignorance of the bigot directed against the
pride of a different people. Here is a
piece of Jewish heritage that helps
explain a state of mind, anti why I am
proud to he a Jew.

Although the Chicano has suffered
and lost much in the past 200 years
he is not going to relinquish the
struggle. He now intends to do what

We have shoved our way towards the
top in order to ace the light but the
truth blocks our way.

is necessary to triumph in his fight
for educational equality. And he will
do it -

Jeanne Komure

Near the Dead Sea in Israel, a flat headed escarpment rises high from the
valley floor. This towering bulk is
cal led Ma.sada.
Twenty-two hundred years ago, the
Jews under Jonathon Maccabeaus built
a fortress on its summit A hundred
years later, Herod the Great modified

Using Jewish slaves, Flavius Silva
then built a giant ramp of earth and
stone up to the summit. After reaching
the stone walls, the Romans retired,
knowing they could capture the fortress the next morning without serious
resistance. But they failed to perceive
the great love the Jews hold for freedom and their religion, which has
persevered since before the birth of
Christ.
That night the defenders of Masada

a

of its identity and its destiny.

There is one thing in this world that
people lack: and that is honesty, especially to oneself.
*

the fortress into a pleasure palace,
with granaries and cistern water wells.
Then the Romans laid siege to Jerusalem and eventually destroyed the city.
It was then that Masada was remembered. Eliezar Ben Yair with his Zealots and their families tall told they
were about a thousand strong) journeyed into Zin, and then west to the
deserted fortress to rebuilt its walls.
The Roman conquerers were outraged
that so small and weak a band should
defy the eagles and legions of Rome.
The Roman general, Flavius Silva, led
ten thousand men against them, surrounded the butte, and began to beseige
the walls of the citadel. With odds of
over ten to one, walled in, blockaded
and surrounded, the thousand of Masada held out for over three years
against the mighty legions of Rome.
Masada is the symbol of Israel itself.
which still holds today.

by

people who are becoming more aware

because, mamma is too late!

Not Brown, Not Black, But Still Hurt And Proud
EleiTott’s NOTE: The views espr....fat in this arthde do not nacreI
represent the Views of the
hai. third %fork!.

the

drawing of a new era. The old miscon-

laid all of the belongings and supplies
in a hear and burned them all. Then
with shards of pottery they drew lots
to find ten men who would carry out
the will of the small band. Then they
all laid down on the ground, row upon
row, families next to one another, teenage lover clasping hands to say the
Shamah Yisroael together. The Jews
of Masada had chosen death rather
than give up their freedom and religion
and submit to the Romans. Even today,
the Jews of Israel will fight to the
last man, woman and child rather than
climb back into the Jewish ghettos of
Europe and Islam.
Those who laid on the ground offered
up their necks to the swords of those
ten men who had been chosen by lots,
and finally only ten Jews were left.
And they drew lots, and one was chosen to dispatch the other nine to final
peace. The final defender then walked
up and down the rows, to insure the
completeness of the fratricidal lottery.
After he was assured, he said fire to
the palace, and after a quiet prayer to
the dark sky, he thrust his sword upon
himself and fell dead next to his
relatives. The defenders of Masada
lived a heritage that has been reborn,
and died with the intention that not
one of them would ever be a subject
to another people.
In the morning the Romans took up

their armor, laid down the bridge*,
crossed over and entered the fortress
On that April morning in the year 73
A.D. the Roman did battle with the
stillness of death.
The .mund of fire and the horror of
ili-ath insensibly shocked Flavius Silva
and the Roman legions who stood in
the Masada fortress. The view of so
many voluntary deaths, row upon row,
caused Flavius Silva and his legions
to admire and envy the faith and the
ceurage of a people who would die
rather than submit.
Over twenty years ago, when the
Haganah was fighting Israel’s war of
national liberation, its members carried shards of pottery with Hebrew
inscriptions.
No matter who or what you are,
believing or disbelieving, every man
must find one inch of soil on which he
would stand and die for. He must say.
"This far and no farther, so let it. tic
here." Sooner or later, whether "establishment" man, silent majority,
revolutionary, or thief, each man must
take his own shard of self in his hands.
write his name on it and toss it into
the bowl, prepared to live or die when
his lot is drawn. Clasping hands with
the ’herds in each palm, the old oath
of Haganah is the state of mind of the
Jews and Israel today, "Masada will
never fall again!"

TOP PICTURE depicts view seen by visitors nearing Alcatraz
Island, commonly called the Rock. Bottom pictures gives a general view of the island es it looks today. Indians living on the
island hope to build their community hem

I.

